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Volume LXXXXVI No. 198 In Our 96th Year
Consumer Index
Up 1.2 Per Cent
WASHINGTON (AP) — Soaring prices
for food, gasoline and used cars pushed
consumer prices up 1.2 per cent in July,
the biggest monthly rise in inflation this
year, the government reported today.
Computed annually at 14.4 per cent, the in-
flation rate is the first in double figures
since last September.
Last month's increase compared with a
rise of eighttenths of a per cent in June,
providing further evidence that inflation
pressure remains a serious problem for
the economy as it recovers from its worst
recession since the 1930s.
At the same time, the government repor-
ted that the nation's total economic output
showed its sharpest improvement in four
years at midyear, indicating that the
economy is snapping back from recession
more strongly than administration of-
ficials had expected.
The Commerce Department said its
revised estimates of the Gross National
Product showed a growth in volume of 1.6
.per cent at an annual rate in the three
months ended in June. The department's
initial estimate last month had forecast a
decline ef three-tenths of one per cent at an
annual rate.
In reporting consumer prices, the Labor
Department said food prices rose 1.9 per
cent in July, the biggest increase since a 2
per cent jump in August 1974. Gasoline
prices jumped 4.3 per cent and used cars
were up nearly 4 per cent. Officials said
these increases accounted for three-
fourths of the July increase.
Meanwhile, Agriculture Secretary Earl
L. Butz said .retail food prices this year
could average around 9 per cent above last
year's levels. That range would be in the
middle of the department's "worst case"
projections early last May when the
growing season began.
The Federal Trade Commission said a
special analysis of meat, milk, bread and
beer costs found no evidence of prof-
iteering. Frederic M. Scherer, director of
the commission's Bureau of Economics,
said price increase in those four sectors of
the food industry did not keep pace with
rising costs over the last four years.
Scherer said he was unable to find "the
middleman" who must be contributing to
higher food costs, but that farmers and
manufacturers apparently are not respon-
sible.
Ford administration economists have
been bracing consumers to expect a sharp
increase in the inflation rate, but they con-
tend it will be only temporary and not
foreshadow a return to the sustained
double-digit inflation that prevailed most
of 1974.
The Consumer Price Index stood at 162.3
last month, 9.7 per cent higher than a year
ago. That meant it cost $16.20 to buy a
variety of goods and services which could
have been purchased for $10 in the 1967
base period.
With the new surge in inflation, the pay
of American workers failed to keep up with
rising prices. Real spendable earnings —
what's left after adjustment for taxes and
inflation — dropped five-tenths of a per
cent in July. Over the year, real earnings
were down three-tenths of 1 per cent.
...Prices of mtiatfoads rose in July, Airith
fresh vegetables, poultry and pork leading
the way. Beef prices also were up but less
than in.May or June. Dairy products jum-
ped in price for the first time this year.
Egg prices, after two months of decline,
also rose.
About the. only good news in the food
price picture was a 14.5 per cent drop in
sugar prices.
If the over-all increase in prices in July'was continued over an entire year, thatwould be an annual inflation rate of 14.4per cent.
Registration At Local
Elementary Schools Set
Registration at Carter and Robertson
Elementary Schools will be held Wed-
nesday, August 27, according to Dennis
Taylor, Principal.
Students in grades kindergarten through
four will register at the schools on the
following schedule:
8:40 - 9:15 —students whose last name
begins with A through D
9:20 - 9:55—students whose last name
begins with E through J
10:00 - 10:35 — students whose last name
begins with K through P
10:40- 11:15 — students whose last name
begins with Q through S
11:20- 11:50 — students whose last name
begins with T through Z
1:00 - 4:00— Anyone who can not meet
the morning schedule may register by
coming to the principal's office during
these hours.
Children who will be attending the
Carter kindergarten and the special
education class will register on the same
schedules. The kindergarten of the Sigma.
Department of the Murray Woman's Club
will begin Tuesday, September 2.
Half-day sessions will be held at Carter
and Robertson on Thursday and Friday,
August 28 and 29, with Carter sessions
from 8:05 to 11:30 a. m., and the Robertson
sessions from 8:35 to noon.
The first full day of school will be held
Tuesday, September 2 when Carter will
dismiss at 2:20p. m. and Robertson at 2:50
P. m.
Buses for both schools will start
operation on Thursday, August 28.
Monday, September 1, will be a holiday
for all children and personnel of the
schools.
Murray, Ky., Thursday Afternoon, August 21, 1975
FIRE FIGHTING APPARATUS — Daxid Graham of the Purchase Area Develop-ment District, is the coordinator for dymonstrations throughout the TVA coun-ties of new rural fire fighting equipment being developed by TVA. Graham and a
15' Per Copy One Section - 14 Pages
TVA representative demonstrated the equipment to the Calloway County Fire-Rescue Unit. Holding the nozzle spreading foam from the truck is Bill Marcum,head of the local ambulance service and a member of the Rescue Squad.
sun Photo by David Hill
Farmers To Receive 'Equitable'
Payment For crpp Damage By TVA
PADUCAH, Ky. ( AP) — A state official
says Western Kentucky farmers whose
crops have been damaged by sulfur
dioxide will receive "equitable" pay-ments
from the Tennessee Valley Authority.
Frank Harscher, state commissioner of
environmental quality, told a group of far-
mers Wednesday that the state will make
an independent assessment of crop losses
due to a sulfur dioxide burn near Paducah
on July 21.
The Tennessee Valley Authority, which
operates the Shawnee Steam Plant near
Court Denies Motion For Delay
In Desegregation Implementation
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) — A motion for
a delay in the implementation of a
desegregation plan that calls foi the
busing of 22,600 pupils in the Louisville
school system next month has been denied
by the 6th U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals.
The decision by the three-judge panel
was announced Wednesday in Cincinnati.
The delay of the busing plan had been
requested earlier in the week by John A.
Fulton, attorney for the Jefferson County
School Board.
Fulton said after learning of the 6th'Cir-
cuit's decision that he would "move prom-
ptly- to attempt to bring the matter before
the U.S. Supreme Court.
The appeals court said the motion for a
stay "flies in the face" of its July 17 order
directing U. S. District Judge James F.
Gordon to implement a desegregation plan
for Louisville schools.
Gordon announced his plan on July 30
and said then that it involved busing 22,600
pupils from "home" to "away" schools.
Fulton had sought to delay the busing
portion of Gordon's plan. He said he ould
ask a Supreme Court justice to review the
case but if an oral argument isn't granted
he then will file papers with the high court.
"The grant of a stay at this time would
have the effect of overruling our recent per
curiam opinion of July 17 which em-
phasized the necessity that any plan to
remove remaining vestiges of state im-
posed segregation should take effect at the
beginning of the 1975-76 school year; the
appeals court said.
"Further, it is apparent from the motion
for a stay that it not only flies in the fa, of
our recent per curiam opinion that a tiian
BIG M BARBECUE — Several hundred persons attended the annual Big M Club bar-
becue, held at Roy Stewart Stadium last night. At right, club member Ed Carroll dishes
out the barbecue, while, below, Craig Suiter and Eli Alexander, both 1975 graduates of
Murray High, put the chow away.
for desegregation for Jefferson County,
Ky., should not be delayed beyond the up-
coming school year, but for the most part
it challenges substantive features of the
plan which has been approved by the dis-
trict court . . .," the appeals panel said.
Fulton said in his motion for a stay that
the busing portion of the desegregation or-
der violated the civil rights of some pupils
and that it discriminated against blacks
because it required them to be bused for
more years than whites.
"It's not right to fan the hopes of some
people that somehow some miracle is
going to happen before Sept. 4," said
Darryl Owens, an attorney who opposed
the request for a stay. "We feel the schools
will be desegregated in September
that's what it's all about.
Louisville schools open on Sept. 4.
Paducah, currently is appraising effects of
the latest burn.
TVA already has said it would pay some
farmers for 1974 soybean losses and for
land damage caused in 1971 when it con-
ducted a survey of farm damage caused by
sulfur dioxide.
"The governor is anxious to see that the
farmer having losses gets a fair shake,"
Harscher said. '
He added that the state is in touch with
Illinois official concerning compensation
for farmers whose crops may have been
damaged from gases emitted by a plant in
Illinois, across the river from Shawnee.
According to some farmers at the
meeting, TVA's method of assessing losses
is not equitable.
Harscher said differences between far-
mers and TVA will be worked but.
"We intend to look at the situation with
an open mind and take an independent
stand on losses," Harscher said.
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Dori Tucker, Murray realtor, has been
named by the Calloway County
Democratic Executive Committee to head
a voter registration drive leading up to the
general election this fall.
His appointment was announced by Mrs.
Mary Jane Littleton, committee chair-
man. She said several activities will be
planned to promote nonpartisan voter
registration before the registration
deadline Oct. 6. Election day is Tuesday,
Nov. 4.
Tucker, a native of Murray and a
graduate of Murray State University, is
the vice-president of the Kentucky
Association of Realtors, a past president of
the Murray Rotary Club, and a former
member of the board of directors of the
Murray Chamber of Commerce. He has
directed other voter registration cam-
paigns in the past.
Tucker emphasized that the object of the
drive "is to encourage everyone who is not
registered, Republicans, Democrats and
Independents alike, to register by Oct. 6 in
order to qualify to participate at the polls
on election aay."
Calloway countians may register in the
Calloway County court clerk's office on the
first floor of the courthouse. Registrants
should bring their Social Security card
because that number will serve as their
voter registration number. People who
have never -been issued a Social Security
card may also register.
To be eligible to register, a citizen must
by election day be at least 18 years of age
and reside in his precinct 30 days.
Attorney Asks That Open
Meetings Law Be Voided
LOUISVILLE, Ky. AP — Describing
Kentucky's open meetings statute as an
"overreaction to the Watergate syn-
--drome," Jefferson County Atty. J. Bruce
Miller has asked the state Court of Appeals
to declare the law unconstitutional.
"The statute inhibits the orderly flow of
governmental information," Miller said in
his brief to the state's highest court. "The
statute places government in a disad-
vantage with private industry."
He said it also "can make a public of-
ficial a criminal for exercising his con-
stitutional right-to freedom of speech and
assembly."
Miller asked the high court to overturn a
ruling by Jefferson Circuit Court Judge
Alex G. Booth in which the county's Fiscal
Court was found in violation of the open
metings statute.
Booth said the court violated the statute
by holding three closed meetings and by
taking trlezhone votes on two subjects.
His 'ruling was ih response to a suit filed
by The CourierJournal and The Louisville
Times Co.' irrid by a reporter for the
newspapers
Miller's brief contends that Booth should
not have ruled in the case without granting
a hearing "on matters of grave public con-
cern where a genuine difference of opinion
exists."
Regarding the telephone votes, the brief
said if the open meetings law requiremen-
ts have to be followed on such occasions
government "will be placed in the position
of unending harassment serving no public
purpose."
The appeal of Booth's ruling said that if
it were illegal to discuss governmental
business at social gatherings "the wheels
of government would soon grind to a halt
and the effectiveness of government would
be irreparably damaged."
Sunny and Warm
• Sunny, very warm and humid today and
Friday. Clear and warm tonight. High
today and Friday in the low 90s. liAv
tonight in the low 70s. Saturday partly
cloudy, hot and humid.
Outlook Saturday through Mond*'- Par-
fly cloudy, „hot and humid Saturday
through Monday.




Shopping for senior citizens of
Dexter to Murray will be from
9:30 to 1130 a.m.
Shopping for Murray Senior
Citizens to downtown and Roses
will be at 12:30 p.m.
Final Twilight golf will be
held at the Murray Country
Club at 5:45 p. m. with Tom
Moehleman as chairman.
•End of Summer" party for
fourth, fifth, and sixth grades
will be at Murray Country Club
from 6:30 to eight p. m. Each
member hiay invite three
guests and the charge is fifty
ceres per person. Mrs. Sue
McCaart is chairman.
Wranglers Riding Club will
ride at 7:30 p. m. at the riding
pen east of Murray on the Van
Cleve Road.
Saturday, August 23
Woodland Ferns and Mosses
walk will start at Center
Station, Land Between the
Lakes, at six p.m.
Sunday, August 24
Mr. and Mrs. Ruble Cope of
Benton will be honored on their
50th wedding anniversary with
a reception at the lounge of the
Bank of Marshall County,
Benton, from two to four p.m.
Nature's Rainbow, slide show
and discussion of wildflowers
and birds, will be at Center
Station, Land Between the
Lakes, at two p.m.
Monday, August 25
Mr. and Mrs. Orval Humes
will be honored on their golden
wedding anniversary with a
reception at the Community
Room, Federal Savings and
Loan Building, from 6:30 to nine
p. m.
Quick salad
Place a slice of canned
tomato aspic atop a bed of
western iceberg lettuce. Mix
chopped hard-cooked egg,
ripe olive wedges and tiny
cooked shrimp with mayon-





Newly organized St. Leo's
Catholic Church Women's Guild
will meet on Tuesday, Sep-
tember 2, at 1:30 p. m. in
Gleason Hall, North 12th Street,
Murray.
Officers were installed June 3
in an impressive flower
ceremony with roses, daisies,
pansies, and carnations. Mary
Gertzen was installation
chairman.
Heading the Guild is Clare
Resig as president, Billie Hall
as vice-president, Mary Gert-
zen as secretary, and Helen
James as treasurer.
Refreshments were served to
fourteen members and the
advisor, Rev. Martin Mattingly.
Members will receive Holy
Communion at the eleven a. m.
mass on Sunday, September 7.
* PERSONALS *
AT SAINT FRANCIS
Joseph D. Resig, son of Mr.
and Mrs. John Resig, 503
Whitnell, Murray, has been
accepted at Saint Francis
College, Fort Wayne, Ind., for
the fall 1975 semester. He is a
1973 graduate of Murray High
School.
Is Here
Mix and Match Separates
*Long Skirts *Short Skirts
*Slacks *Blouses *Blazers



















Mr. and Mrs. Ruble Cope, 613 Mayfield Highway, Benton, will
celebrate their golden wedding anniversary on Sunday, August
24, with a reception at the lounge of the Bank of Marshall County,
Benton. All friends and relatives are invited to attend between the
hours of two and four p.m.
The Copes who are members of the First United MethaRst
Church, Benton, were married August 24, 1925 in South Fulton,
Tenn., by Squire S. A. McDade. Their attendants were Mr. and
Mrs. Olice Mason of Brewers.
Mrs. Cope, the former Kada Lyles, is the daughter of the late
Mr. and Mrs. Holland Lyles of Brewers. A semi-retired con-
struction worker, Mr. Cope is the son of the late Mr. and Mrs. B.
B. Cope of Graves County.
They have one daughter, Mrs. Evelyn Vaughn of Benton, and
two sons, Darrell W. Cope of Benton and Mason Cope of Paducah.
Their grandchildren are Jimmie L. Vaughn, Long Beach, Miss.,
Rickey K. Johnson, Murray, Miss Dara- Cope and Mrs. Debbie
Ann Croley, Paducah. They have four great grandchildren. Two




In Area; Persons Ill
By Mrs. R. D. Key
August 11, 1975
Well I'm finally back with a
bit of news. Due to the illness
and death of my sister-in-law,
Mrs. Virgie Wicker, I have not
been able to get the news in and
some of this may be old, but yet
it is news to people far away
that get the paper and always
look forward to seeing the North
Fork News.
Mr. and Mrs. Jackie Smith of
Louisville spent last week with
the GE.rtild 'Tolley family.
Mr. and-- s. Jackie
Tarkington and son of Gulfport,
Miss., are visiting Mr. and Mrs.
Enloe Tarkington for a few
days.
Mrs. Holice Grooms spent
several days in the Henry
County Hospital. Those visiting
her while there were Bro. and
Mrs. Warren Sykes, Mr. and
Mrs. R. D. Key, Howard Morris,
Mr. and Mrs. Enloe Tarkington,
Mrs. Oyna Orr, Bro. Glynn Orr,
Mr. and Mrs. Jackie
Tarkington, Mr. and Mrs.
Tellus Orr, Mr. and Mrs. A. L.
Paschall, May Paschall, Mr.
and Mrs. Carnol Boyd, Mr. and
Mrs. Fred Orr, and others I
can't recall. Mrs. Grooms is at
home slowly improving. Mrs.
Bertie Jenkins and Mrs. Jessie
Paschall visited Mrs. Grooms
Saturday afternoon.
Bro. and Mrs. Warren Sykes
and son, Mitch, Bro. and Mrs.
Glynn M. Orr and sons, Rickie
and Bryan, Mr. and Mrs.
Gaylor Morris, and Miss Linda
Hayes visited Mrs. Ella Morris
Saturday afternoon.
Milford Orr is now at home
after being a patient at a Nash-
ville hospital. He is improving
slowly.
Bro. Jerry Lee will go to
Memphis, Tenn., Tuesday for a
check up on his eyes.
Bonnie Kuykendall of Detroit,
Mich., and mother, Mrs. Myrtie
Kuykendall of Fulton, visited
Mrs. Ella Morris Thursday.
Mr. and Mrs. Jesse Hopkins
and son, Mike, of Chicago,
are here visiting Mr. and Mrs.
Taylor Owen of Puryear, Tenn.,
and Mr. and Mrs. Rufus
Hopkins of Paris, Tenn.
Mr. and Mrs. Taylor Owen,
Mr. and 'Mrs. Max Dale, and
Mr. and Mrs. Jesse Hopkins and
son, Mike, were dinner guests of
ONLY 2 MORE WEEKS
TO SEE THE BIGGEST
PICTURE OF THE YEAR_ The terrifying Motion
picture from the
lerrifYin No. I best Niter.
Late Show- Fri-Sat 11:40





















































































Forming a new area
organization, eleven area
residents met Thursday, Auguli
14, at the Parkview Con-
valescent Center, Paducah, to
create the Western Kentucky
Dietary Supervisors.
The eleven charter members
represented a five-county area.
The group also selected their
first set of officers at the meet.
Chosen were: Frances Helton,
president; Barbara Haley, vice
president; Helen Sims,
secretary; and Ruth Byrd,
treasurer.
Those attending were: Nancy
Nimmo and Clara Reed,
Benton; Carrie Story and Evon
Towery, Murray; Ametta
Guess, Gertrude Slayden, Ruby
Beard, Frances Helton and
Barbara Haley, Paducah; Ruth
Byrd and Helen Sims, Calvert
City.
The group was slated another
meeting for November.
Mrs. Boyd Leads Study, Women
Of Bible, At Presbyterian Meet
The Cumberland
Presbyterian women of the
North Pleasant Grove Church
met Thursday, August 14, at
seven p.m. at the home of Mrs.
Joe Pat Thornton for their
regular monthly meeting.
Mrs. Margaret Nell Boyd,
president, opened the meeting
with prayer and conducted a
brief business session. Mention
was made of the meeting of




which was a continuation of the
study of women in the Bible,
was presented by Mrs. Boyd,
Mrs. Thomas Jones, Mrs.
James Coleman and Mrs. W.
Edd Glover.
Discussions and scripture
references were given of
Hannah-mother of Samuel,
Mary-mother of Jesus,
Elizabeth-mother of John the
Baptist, Miriam-sister of
Moses, Ruth and Naomi, Mary
and Martha, Lydia, Dorcas,
Priscilla and several other
women.
Mrs. Jones led the closing
prayer. Visitors present were
Mrs. A. J. Marshall and Mrs.
Eugene Hester.
The September meeting of the
CPW will be held at the home of
Mrs. Thomas Jones, with Mrs.
Edwin Cain as program leader.
Church Members
Visit Nashville
Members of the First United
Methodist Church of Murray
recently returned from Nash-
ville, Tenn., where they toured
the agencies of The United
Methodist Church and the sites
of Music City, U. S. A.
Among their stops were The
Upper Room Chapel and
Museum and Scarritt College
for Christian Workers. Scarritt
is unique in that it is United
Methodism's only school
designed to train lay workers
for church related professions.
Groups like this stay in local
churches while in the city and
enjoy the many cultural and
entertainment features of the
"Athens of the South."
the Rex Owens Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Morris Jenkins
and son, Kenny, are visiting this
week with Mr. and Mrs. Glenn
Easlick and Mr. and Mrs. Mike
Jenkins in Iowa.
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Darnell,
Mr. and Mrs. Ron Wright and
children, Mr. and Mrs. Coy
Kuykendall, Mr. and Mrs.
Ralph Gallirnore, and Mr. and
Mrs. Gaylon Morris visited
Mrs. Ella Morris last Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Glynn Orr, Mr.
andiVri. Fred OTT, Mr. and
Mrs. Vester Paschall, Mr. and
Mrs. Douglas Vandyke, Mrs.
Bertie Jenkins, and Howard
Morris visited Milford Orr over
the weekend.
Mr. and Mrs. Glynn Orr at-
'tended the revival at Bethelem
Baptist Church Friday night
where their son, Glynn M. Orr,
was doing the preaching.
Charlie Wicker and Mr. and
Mrs. Joe Powell and Laurel
visited the R. D. Keys Sunday
--afternoon. We missed Mrs.
Wicker being with them as she
passed away last Sunday after
four weeks in Henry County
Hospital. Mr. Wicker will make
his home with his daughter in
Paducah later on.
Mr. and Mrs. Clerris Wilson
and Mrs. Ovie Wilson visited
Maburn Key in the Murray-
Calloway County Hospital
Sunday and Odie Morris at his
home.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles
Paschall spent last week in
Chattanooga, Tenn., visiting
Mr. and Mrs. George Whitford.
Bro. and Mrs. Glynn 14. Orr
and sons, Rickie and Bryan,
were dinner guests of Mrs. Ella
Morris and family Sunday.
Bro. and Mrs. Jerry Lee
visited the R. D. Keys and
Warren Sykes Monday.
Well I guess I'll have more
time to collect the news. I've
been just sitting and on the bed
since Wednesday and going on a
walker since suffering an in-
jured ankle and knee on April 8.
Farm Size Grows
The average size farm in
the United States last year
was 383 acres. During the
past decade, the average size
has increased by one-fifth, ac-
cording to U.S. Department
.)1 Agriculture figures.
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By Abigail Van Buren
C 1173 try Checalc. V 1*•••• syna Inc
DEAR ABBY: Because you have always been a goodfriend to the Como Park Zoo, I am asking a favor of youWe have a 5-month-old female orangutan named Joywho has been invited to the Los Angeles Zoo on a "breedingloan." They have a male orangutan named Guy whom theywould like to mate with Joy.
Do you know anyone who has an air-conditionedautomobile who would be willing to drive Joy and her fosterparents (Arlene and Joe Scheunemann) to Chicago to boardan airplane to transport Joy to L.A.?
Joy is small enough to be held in one's arms, she has good
manners, and she would do no damage to the automobile.
JOHN FLETCHElt, DIRECTOR
ST. PAUL COMO PARK ZOO
DEAR JOHN: If Joy is a "liberated" orangutan, shemay not like the idea of going to L.A. to accommodate the
male. If Guy wants a date with a sure thing, why doesn't
HE fly to St. Paul?
On the other hand, If Joy WANTS to met Guy in L.A., I
will provide the child bride with air-conditioned
transportation. And I hope she returns "heir-conditioned."
DEAR ABBY: My husband does sheet-rock work for a
living. He makes good money, but he's always wanted to be
an accountant, so he's been going to night school. He's
young and smart, and will finish his accounting course next
year.
The problem is that everyone we meet asks Carl what he
does for a living, and when he tells them he dcks sheet-rock
work, they say, "Oh, come and take a look at this hole in my
wall," or, "I've been looking for someone to do that kind of
work for me."
Carl and I both work five days a week, and we like to have
our weekends free to maybe go someplace together, but with
all these sheet-rock jobs he has to do for friends, he's tied
up.
How can Carl turn these people down in a nice way?
CARL'S WIFE
DEAR WIFE: Carl should simply tell them that he's
sorry but he doesn't have the time. And he'd better start
practicing that line while he's still in sheet-rock because
when he becomes an accountant, he'll have even more
"friends" imposing on him for favors.
DEAR ABBY: This is in response to your column item
about the person who loved to travel, but who invariably
had a seat next to some longwinded bore.
I pretend I don't speak English!
It is a nearly fool-proof method I have used for years.
When someone cranks up, I say: "No hablo ingles" or "J'n
park francaise," etc.
Of course I have to be careful that when the stewardess or
bus driver comes "by. I don't respond in English! I also
have to be careful to conceal an English language book or
newspaper, which is a dead giveaway. With these
precautions, it works nearly every time.
One of my female friends discourages would-be
conversationalists by removing her partial upper plate. A
big, toothless grin in the direction of the offender is usually
sufficient.
VETERAN TRAVELER
Everyone has a problem. What's -yours? For a personal
reply, write to ABBY: Box No. 69700, L.A., Calif. 90069
Enclose stamped, self-addressed envelope, please.
For Abby's new booklet, "What Teen-agers Want to
Know," send $1 to Abigail Van Buren, 132 Lasky Dr.,
Beverly Hills, Calif. 90212. Please enclose a long,




Mr. and Mrs. Alvin Hen-
drickson of Benton announce
the birth of a baby girl born on




Hendrickson and Polly Hen-
drickson of Benton and Mr. and
Mrs. Robert Sewell, Jr., of
Calvert City.
DUBLIN GIRL
Mr. and Mrs. James Donald
Dublin of Hickory Route Two
are the parents of a baby girl
born on Thursday, August 14, at
the Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. Jim Dublin of Mayfield
and Mr. and Mrs. Ellis





To Be Read Saturday
Miss Regina Lovett, daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Lovett
of Murray, has completed plans
for her marriage to Keith
Bohler, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Harold Bohler of Louisville,
which will take place on
Saturday, August 23, at the
Murray Woman's Club House.
The candlelight double ring
ceremony will be read at 7:30
p.m. with County Judge Robert
0. Miller officiating. A program
of music will be presented by
Miss Greta Armstrong, pianist,
and Randy Wilson, soloist.
Miss Pamela Garland will be
maid of honor for her cousin.
The bridesmaids will be Miss
Amy Lovett, sister of the bride-
elect, Mrs. Gene Pearce,
Paducah, and Miss Kimberly
Davis, Louisville. Tisha Morris
will be the flower girl.
Best man for Mr. I3ohler will
be his father with Scott Kolter,
Tony Patton, and Rick







Member National Baton Twirling Assoc. and National
Academy of Accredited Twirling Teachers
• Contest Routines Flag Instruction
- Dance Twirl *Hoop Baton
Fire Baton *Pam Porn
Basic Fundamentals *Basic S. Fancy Strut
Ages 4 & Up
Private, Semi-Private or Group
Lessons
Enroll at the American Legion Hall
Thurs., Aug._ 28 from 2:00 p.m. till
6:00 p.m.
All Twirling Supplies Available
or Information Call
753-8862
New rrieenbers of the:Daks:
Country Club will be honored at
a catered dinner and dance on
Monday, September 1, at 6:30




Reservations should be made
,by Tuesday, August 26, by
'calling Mr. and Mrs. Homer
Branch, Mr. and Mrs. Jim
Lamb, Mr. and Mrs. Mike
Morgan, or Mr. and Mrs.
Stanley Hargrove. New
members will be guests of the
Club, but other members will be
charged.
A special feature at the Oaks
Club on Labor Day, September
1, will be a golf scramble at ten
a.m.
Trevor Miller, cousin of the
bride-elect, will be the
ringbearer. Ushers will be Dan
Barnard and Larry Thompson,
Louisville, and Johnny and
Ronnie Garland, cousins of the
bride-elect.
A reception will follow the
ceremony.
All friends and relatives are





The descendants of the late
Whitt and Mary Christina
Nance of Puryear, Tenn., held
their annual family reunion
Sunday, August 10, at the
Murray City Park.
Three surviving children are
Mrs. Clara Wicker of Puryear,
Mrs. Guy H. Rogers of Paris,
Term., and Bardon Nance of
Puryear.
The invocation was given by
Ed Nance and the benediction
by George Threatt.
A basket dinner was served at
noon. Those attending were
Mrs. Beauton Rhodes of
Mayfield; Mr. and Mrs. Howard
Norman of Symsonia ; Mr. and
-Mrs.. Ed, Nance4.of :--
Mo.; Mr. and Mrs. Bardon
Nance and Miss Merle Sullivan
of Puryear; Mr. and Mrs. Perry
Brannon of Murray; Mrs. Guy
H. Rogers, Miss Nira Rogers of
Paris; Mr. and Mrs. George
Threatt of Boaz; Mr. and Mrs.
Archie Phillips, Mrs. B. L.




Betty Iralide of Murray has
been accepted as a graduate
student ,in the field of Christian
Education at Scarritt College,
Nashville, Tenn. This is a senior
college and graduate school of






Golden Age Club Holds
Members of the Golden Age
Club met at the social hall of the
First Unites'. Methodist Church
on Fridaytigust 1, for their
monthly potluck luncheon and
meeting.
Dr. James Fisher gave the
invocation. Hostesses were
Mattie Parker, Edna Holland,
and Ruby Harrell.
Announcements were made of
the Senior Citizens day at the
Kentucky State Fair on August
Luncheon At United Methodist Church
19, and also of the Senior
Citizens' trip to Opryland,
Nashville, Tenn., on August 19.
Plans were discussed for a
joint picnic with the Paris,
Tenn., Senior Citizens in the
near future.
Games were played with
prizes being won by Vera
1seminger and Dan Mears.
Those celebrating birthdays in
August were Nettie Klapp,
Floyd Caldwell, and 0. C.
McLemore.
Guests present were Dr. and
Mrs. James Fisher, Mr. and
Mrs. Byron Iserninger, and Mr.
and Mrs. Clarence Hurt, with
the latter becoming new
members.
Members present were Mr.
and Mrs. Clarence Horton, Mr.
and Mrs. 0. C. McLernore, Mr.
and Mrs. Joseph Gertzen, Mr.
and Mrs. Dan Mears, Paul
Kingins, Otis Harrison, Norman
Klapp, Bryan Tolley, Miss Erin
Montgomery, Mesdames Mettle
Parker, Edna Holland, Hildred
Sharpe, Modena Butterworth,
Ruby Harrell, Floy Caldwell,
Frances Beach, Sadie Harrell,
Katie Overcast, Velma Rose,
Lillie Outland, and Eunice
Stiekell.
The club will meet Friday,
September 5, with Tennessee
Outland, Katie Overcast, and
Velma Rose as hostesses.
RIGITS





Deigned to fit the
1. 1ape of your feet
Up9ers are made of




priced at only 27.00
Put together your
favorite look for a
great back-to-school
Back-to-school fashions for the junior really come
alive in super new Fall colors from Bright's. Build
your wardrobe from sweaters of washable acrylic
knits—cardigans at 13.00 to 28.00 and pull-overs
at 11.00 to 18.00; Fashion Pants of polyester gab-
ardine and corduroy at 15.00 to 19.00; Pre-wash Denim
jean/TIM skirts in assorted styles at 15.00 to 17.00;
Skirts in corduroy, wool blends and pre-wash denim
at 12.00 to 17.00. All pieces are available in a wide
range of junior sizes.
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H. Gene McCutcheon, editor
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By S. C. Van Curon
By S. C. VAN CURON
FRANKFORT— Double, double toil and
trouble; - Fire burn, and cauldron bubble.
These lines from Shakespeare's McBeth
could be applicable to the furor in Jef-
ferson County over court-ordered school
busing that is being stirred by the two
candidates for governor.
There is enough emotional upset already
in our educational system without
politicians demagoguing the issues. While
I do not agree with busing just for the sake
of racial balance in the school system, it's
the law of the land. The courts have
spoken, and the citizenry is obligated to
abide by the law until it can be changed in
an orderly manner. The only recourse
now, it seems, is a constitutional amend-
ment, or a change in the philosophy of the
U. S. Supreme Court.
Public opinion can accomplish this, but
the lives and future of children should not
be used as the catalyst to achieve such a
goal. The children will be the victims if
strongheaded reactionaries adopt the
attitude that any sacrifice is legitimate to
win their point. Politicians are always
tempted to use emotional and social issues
if it appears to be to their advantage.
Some Jefferson County parents have
appealed to Croy. Julian Carroll to call a
special sessiatigAlaketweal lissembay is
repeal the statutes that make school at-
tendance mandatory for children from six
to 16 years of age. To his credit, he has
refused to do this, but one credit doesn't
erase the minus that he is engendering by
lending an attentive ear to the reac-
tionaries.
Kentucky education has come too far
since 1950 to let it be destroyed in a
calamatious issue involving emotions and
the deep-seated feeling of parental rights.
It is far better to endure hardships and
distateful obeyance for a year or so than to
destroy decades of work that have been
devoted to improving the public school
system.
Public opinion will change things, and
the signs are now in the winds.: One of the
chief advocators of racial balance in the
public schools has already admitted that
this theory alone is not the right route to
travel. He is admitting there are
mitigating factors that should be con-
sidered for the common good. Diverse
opinions in the federal district courts also
are indications that the philosophy must
change. One hard and fast rule is not the
answer.
Remember the battle we had following
World War II to upgrade primary and
secondary education in Kentucky.
Financing and method was the problem.
Until we amended Kentucky's constitution
in the early 1950s to distribute state
educational funds on the basis of average
daily attendance instead of school-age
census, we faced mediocrity in education
standards.
The attendance laws were not enforced
for the simple reason that many districts
didn't have the buildings or the teachers to
handle the children if they were forced to
attend school. Too, superintendents with
inclinations of political power, understood
the limiting situation and used to the
money to the advantage of their own
imagf.
With the amendment of the constitution,
Gov. Lawrence Weatherby passed the
Minimum Foundation Program that
governs the distribution of state funds to
public schools. He didn't have the money
to fund the program. But further public
education about our education system
made it possible for Gov. A. B. Chandler to
fund the program following Gov.
Weatherby's term.
Since state funds are distributed to
school districts on the basis of average
daily attendance, are we willing to
demolish our system and wreck the lives of
children over an emotional issue, although
busing may be distateful and ob-
jectionable?
A new bill, that sponsors feel will be a
refinement upon our present method of
distributing state funds to public schools,
will be presented to the 1976 General
Assembly.
It might be well for every citizen to
consider this point. Whatever regression is
made in our present laws to please some
dissidents in Jefferson County would harm




Johnnie arid Janes; Kelson, son and
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Glen Kelso,
placed first and third in the showmanship
class of the 4-H Club Horse Show,at the
Purchase District Fair, Mayfield.
Wavel W. Walker of Murray Route Two
died yesterday morning.
Rev. Billy Turner of Paducah will be the
speaker at the revival at Scott's Grove
Baptist Church, August 22-28. Bennie
Spann will direct the singing:
Miss Mary Junia Foy, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. S. V. Foy of Murray, and Robert
S. Allen, son of Mr. and Mrs. Russell Allen
of Detroit, Mich., were married today at
the chapel of the Lexington Theological
Seminary, Lexington, Ky.
Mr. and Mrs. Hugh Farris have returned
home after a visit with her sister, Mrs.
Robert Farley and Mr. Farley of Smyrna,
Tenn.
20 Years Ago
Jimmy Thompson and Donald Crawford
of Calloway County are pictured with
Purchase Area boys who attended the
American Institute of Cooperation at
Purdue University, Lafayette, Ind. They
were accompanied by C. 0. Bondurant and
Bobbie Grogan.
Twelve arrests were made over the
weekend by Sheriff Brigham Futrell and
Deputy Sheriff Cohen Stubblefield. Most of
them were for public drunkenness, Futrell
said.
William E. Dodson of Peoples Bank of
Murray is attending the School of Con-
sumer Banking at Charlottesville, V..
Earl Lamb and Don Watson were
honored with a birthday dinner on August
14 at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Earl Lamb.
Mr. and Mrs. Herschell Pace and
daughter, Janice, have returned from a
vacation to points in Virginia.
Today In History Dear
By The .4ssorciated Press
Today is Thursday. August 21, the 233rd
day of 1975. There are 132 days left in the
year.
Today's highlight in history:
On this date in 1951, the United States or-
dered construction of the first atomic sub-
marine.
On this date:
In 1680, Pueblo Indians took possession
of Santa Fe, N.M., after driving out the
Spanish.
In 1940, the Communist revolutinary,
Leon Trotsky, died of wounds inflicted by
an assassin in Mexico City.
In 1943, it was disclosed that Japan had
evacuated its last North American
foothold in the Pacific War — the Aleutian
island of Kiska.
Today's birthdays: Britain's Princess
Margaret is 45. Bandleader Count Basie is
71. Basketball star Wilt Chambealain is 39.
Thought for today: There never was a
good war or a bad peace — Benjamin
Franklin, 1706-1790.
Bicentennial footnote: Two hundred
years ago today, the General Congress in
Providence, R.I., adopted a bill to ban
pilots from guiding British ships in or out




(Opinions expressed In dos column are those of Use writer and do not
necessarily reflect the editorial views of The Murray Ledger & Times
Readers who would like express their opinion on the issues discussed in this
column are encouraged t, respond with a Letter To The Editor
What Is A Cow?
A cow is a completely automated milk
manufacturing machine. It is encased in
untanned leather and mounted on four
vertical movable supports, one at each
corner.
The front end of the machine contains
the cutting and grinding mechanism, as
well as headlights, dog catcher, air inlet
and exhaust, a bumper and a foghorn. At
the rear, the machine carries the milk-
dispensing apparatus and, in addition, an
automatic fly swatter and insect repeller.
The central portion houses a hydro-
chemical conversion plant. Briefly, this
consists of four fermentation and storage
tanks connected in series by an intricate
network of flexible plumbing. This part
also contains the central heating plat
complete with automatic temperature
controls, pumping station, and main
ventilating systefh. The waste disposal
apparatus is located to the rear of this
central station.
Cows are available in an assortment of
sizes and colors. Production output ranges
from two to twenty thousand pounds of
milk per year, ( or more).
In brief, the main externally vixible
features of the cow are: two lookers, two
-hookers, four standeruppers, four
hangdowners, and a swishy-wishy.
Tax Reform
From The U. S. Chamber
Of Commerce
The American economy is faced with a
vast shortage of capital funds. This
translates into sorely-needed investment
capital to produce 10 million new jobs by
1980.
According to some estimates, the nation
in the next decade will require $4.5 trillion
— more than thredaimes our current gross
national product, all we produce in goods
and services each year.
From where will the money come?
One of the major sources of such funds is
the profits that business plows back into its
enterprises. But corporate profits have
been declining as a percentage of national
income — from 6.8 per cent to 3.3 per cent
in 1973.
The Chamber of Commerce of the
United States, along with top economic
advisers of President Ford, believe our tax
laws are mainly at fault because they
discourage incentives to capital for-
mation.
"To encourage growth of capital," says
the National Chamber, "we need to change
and modernize our tax laws." The
Chamber docuniented its case for tax
reform before the House Ways and Means
Committee in a statement that proposes:
— A permanent full 12 per cent in-
vestment tax credit, on an expenditure
basis, uniformly applied to all business,
and without limitations based on tax
liability in order to encourage job-
producing investment.
— Reducations in tax rates to permit and
encourage reinvestment of earnings in
sufficient amounts to promote economic
progress.




Special Assistant to the President
and Director Office
Of Consumer Affairs
Department of Health, Education
and. Welfare
"What did we do wrong?
"Did we not notice something when we
put him to bed?
"He seemed so healthy yesterday, but...
"Why did our baby die?"
These questions always trouble the
anguished parents who have put their
seemingly healthy baby to bed and find
him later, tragically, — without any
previous warning dead.
The condition is called Sudden Infant
Death Syndrome (or by the abreviation
SIDS), or "crib death," and it takes the life
of same 75,000 infants a year here in the
United States. This form of death can
appear at any time under the age of one.
But most commonly it occurs in babies,
between four weeks and seven months.
' The child may have had signs of a slight
cold, but an autopsy would have revealed,
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at most, a minor degree of inflammation
— nothing to account for the death. Often
an autopsy has shown absolutely no
evidence of illness.
We know that SIDS is not caused by
vomiting, choking or by external suf-
focation. Also, there is no evidence that
SIDS causes pain or suffering to the baby.
Recent research proves that the
mysterious SlDS cannot be predicted or
even prevented. This, however, does not
mean parents should become preoccupied
with SIDS and anticipate a tragedy of this
type every time they put the baby to bed.
National Institutes of Health (NIH),
which is part of Health, Education and
Welfare Department ( HEW ), has begun a
major program of research into the causes
of SIDS. Let us all hope — and pray — it
will not remain a mystery for long.
While research is being done, there are
at least two organizations, which I know
of, that are doing something now. They are
concerned with helping parents learn to
cope with the emotional burdens caused by
SIDS, as well as offering up-to-date in-
formation. These organizations are:
National Foundation for Sudden Infant
Death Inc. 1501 Broadway, New York, N.
Y. 10036 phone: 212,563-4630;
Iniernational Guild for Infant Survival
Inc. 7501 Liberty Rd. Baltimore, Md. 21207
Phone: 301-944-2502.
In addition, HEW has a publication,
Facts about Sudden Infant Death Syn-
drome. Single copies may be obtained free
by writing to National Institute of Child
Health and Human Development, Room A-
804i Landow 1)1dg., Bethesda, Md. 20014
-
capital resulting from taxation of cor-
porate earnings and of corporate
dividends received by individuals. High
tax rates have emphasized the unfairness
and unsoundness of double taxation.
— Reduction of the rate of taxation for
capital gains proportionate to the length of
time an asset is held, with the reduction
being gradual and continuous.
The Chamber document is challenging,
indeed.
Many Americans, for example, have a
thing about profits and construe tax
changes of benefit to business as a "tax
break." Before we can change our tax
laws we must overcome the syndrome that
profits and greed are akin to one another.
We also must recognize that for every
job there is a price in capital investment.
According to a 1975 Fortune magazine
survey, the median investment for each
job in U. S. industry is $33,658.
Tax reform must start somewhere. Why
not start with these challenges?
Understanding Alcoholism
Garrott's Galley
Help! Our Mayor Is Seeking
Old Freight Depot's History
By M. C. Garrott
Our mayor, John Ed Scott, needs some
help.
He wants to find out everything he can
about the old freight depot building down
on the L & N tracks by the Hutson
Chemical Company. He would like to know
when it was built, when it was first used,
who worked there—in fact, he would ap-
preciate any information about the old
building anyone has to offer. He has good
reason for it, too.
The Louisville & Nashville Railroad,
which has owned the building since about
1952, wants to get rid of it. The L & N
people want to build a smaller, metal-type
office building on the site, and have even
offered the old depot to the city to be
burned down as a training exercise for city
firemen.
That was when John Ed became aware
of its availability and came up with the
idea that it be moved to the new city park
site on the north side of town, remodeled,
modernized and utilized as j historic,
public building.
He figures it will cost something like
$6,000 to move it and from $12,000 to $14,000
to remodel it. "It can be used as an open-
air pavilion, for crafts exhibits, arts
shows, commuaity meetings and many
other activities," he said the other day
while akinseitag. on the big open platform
across which countless thousands of
pounds of tobacco in hogs heads have
rolled through the years.
Today, nothing is shipped from the old
depot other than carload lots of stoves,
silica sand and various kinds of grain,
none of which are handled through the old
building, believed to have been built by the
old Nashville, Chattnooga and St. Louis
Railroad somewhere around 1910. The
date is indicated by its fancy, Victorian
architecture.
Bible Thought
By this shall all men know that
ye are my disciples, if ye have
love one to another. John 13:35..
Unless we can show, really
show, love, we are not being
Jesus' disciples. Better still, live a
life that makes love more than
just a show!
John Ed believes the old building should
be preserved and that a federal grant
could be obtained to remodel it for use
much the same as the old Market Place in
Paducah was restored* and is being used
today. It's certainly a relic of a by-gone
era when the trains came and went
through Murray every few hours, picking
up passengers and dropping off goods for
local businesses.
Since 1949, Eugene Scott, 216 South llth
Street, has been the freight agent at the old
depot, which is used only as an office and
for storage of some of the materials used
by the L & N maintenance crews.
Over-all, the building is 240 feet long
with one half open under roof and the other
half enclosed. The offices are in the
middle.
The mayor already has consulted some
folks who make a business of moving
buildings and they say it can be moved by
cutting it in half. It was built to last and it
has. Among its joists, beams and supports
are some of the most massive wooden
beams you'll ever see. Without question, it
would make a fine facility in the new park
if things could be worked out to move it
there and get the remodeling done.
++++
You folks were real great in helping me
pin down the opening of the Eggner's
Ferry Bridge Tint long ago. Now, 1 hOpe
someone can come up with some early-day
information about the old freight depot in
response to our mayor's plea. Either John
Ed or I will be happy to get anything
anyone has to offer.
++++
Praise* God from whom all blessings
flow!
They've finally put an electric signal at
Main and 12th Streets with directional
arrows on it—just like they have in the big
cities!
Now, they're getting with it! This new
signal at 12th and Main along with the one
at 12th and Poplar is almost as welcome as
an early Christmas.
Next, if we'll all pray real hard, maybe
the good fathers in the State Highway
Department will see fit to install the old
light they took out at 12th and Main at 15th
and Main so we can get out of the campus
between 12 noon and 12:30 p.m. and bet-
ween 4:30 and 5 p.m.
That would really put us up town!
(EDITOR'S NOTE: And while they're at
it, they could install left turn signals at the
recently completed, 13-lane, intersection
of 12th and Chestnut.)
Alcohol: A Family Affair
Modern studies have dem-
onstrated that safe or dan-
gerous drinking habits may be
largely determined by the be-
liefs and attitudes of the
drinker and those around him.
It's obvious that some in-
dividuals, some families, and
sonic cultural groups success-
fully control their alcohol use.
Others do not.
In the United States, 9 out
of 10 adults who drink do so
without apparent damage to
themselves or, society. Why
are they different from the
9 million people who have
become problem drinkers in
this country?
Some of the reasons may
be: They drink at appropriate
times, under appropriate con-
ditions. They limit their in-
a health column from the
Alcohol, Drug Abuse, and Mental Health Administration
U.S. Department of Health. Education, and Welfare
take. They look upon mod-
erate drinking as a pleasant
means of relaxing, adding to
the enjoyment of meals Or
alcohol use may be a long-
accepted part of family or
religious ceremonies. But they
avoid intoxication or drunk-
enness.
Researchers have found that
most low risk groups of
drinkers have family customs
which dictate the way they
use alcoholic beverages. If the
parents drink, they present a
constant example of drinking
responsibly and in moderation,
without lecturing or preach-
ing. They teach by example:
"Ground rules" for using al-
cohol or not using it are well
established in these families
and agreed upon by all.
In contrast, problem drink-
ers generally come from fami-
lies that have far different
practices, beliefs, and atti-
tudes. In these instances, fans'
ily "ground rules" for drink-
ing are vague and incon-
sistent. One set of rules might
hold for the men and an-
other for the women. One
parent might favor drinking
and the other oppose it.
Tragically, some of these
parents seem relieved when
their children give up "pep"
pills. marihuana, and similar
drugs and turn to alcohol
Family by family, a set of
ground rules should be de-
cided upon that each member
can follow regarding respon-
sible use of alcoholic bev-
erages. For some family mem-,
bers, the choice may be not
to drink.
It is also imperative that
family lines of communication
be kept open about drinking
practices if the result is t,) be
development of healthy atti-
tudes and nondestructive prac-
tices regarding alcoholic bev-
erages
Alcohol-related problems
touch all of us in one way or
another A family can take
the first step in .avoiding them
by examining and discussing
honestly its attitudes and
ground rules on drinking
For more information about
alcohol use, and about alco-
holism. write to the National
Institute on Alcohol Abuse
and Alcoholism (NIAAA),
P.O. Box 2345, Rockville,
Maryland 20852.
Let's Stay Well 
Anesthesia By Electric Current
A constant search is always
underway to find improvements
in anesthesias.
The French think that ad-
vances in their system of
electroanesthesia have now been
.sufficiently developed to justify
using it more widely. Accor-
dingly to a report in Medical
World News, anesthelec, as the
French call their
electroanesthesia. has won ap-
proval of French
anesthesiologists and, will be put
into routine operation in 50 state-
operated hospitals in France.
One of the developers of the
system, Dr. Christian Debra.s,
speaking to the International
Electroamsthet ics Conference in
Paris, said) that anesthelec had
reduced the doses of anesthetic
drugs in more than 500 opera-
By F.J.L. Blassmgame, M.D.
Lions and that it was effective
and harmless.
Researchers admit that
anesthelec is not perfect and that
about 20 per cent of the patients
are not completely anesthetized
by the electric current. "We can't
account' for failure of
electroariesthesia to act
uniformly on all patients," said
Dr. Debras Also, he admits that
the mechanism by which the
electric current produces the
anesthetic effect remains
unknown.
The best results come in com-
bining anesthelec with drugs.
The drugs are administered
first, then, after a time, the
electric current is used. It is
passed through the brain by
means of a. positive electrode
placed between the, eyebrows
and two negative electrodes
behind the ears. Only a small
amount of current is' required.
Manufacture of the anesthelec
units is underway for world-
wide distribution. The propo-
nents believe that
electroanesthesia will improve
with additional experience and
that this new method will find
acceptance among
anesthesiologists as a safe, effec-
tive form of anesthesia.
Q: Mrs. V. E says, "I have been
reading of bottles of saccharin
tablets exploding. Are they dan-
gerous to have around the
homer
A: Carbon dioxide escapes
from the saccharin tablets and it
will build up pressure in the bot-
BLASINGAME
tle if the cap is not designed to
allow the gas to escape. One
manufacturer, E R. Squibb &
Sons, had to recall large bottles
of saccharin which contained
500 tablets because they were
packed in bottles which failed to
let out the gas. No injuries have
been reported. A bottle of sac-
charin is safe to have at home.
Q: Miss B. D. states that she
dreads to go to a dentist for
treatment because she gags so
easily, and she wonders if any-
thing can be done to give relief.
A A sedative or tranquilizer
taken ahead of time will help. In
severe cases, the dentiAt can
spray your throat with a local
anesthetic to lessen or stop your
gag reflex long enough to carry
out dental treatment.





































































































Look in the section in which
your birthday comes and find
what your outlook is, according
to the stars.
ARIES
( Mar. 21 tb Apr. 20) TA
Travel under especially
beneficent influences. In fact,
some exciting circumstances
attending a short trip should
give you a big lift.
TAURUS
(Apr. 21 to May 21) tikii7
Care needed in routine ac-
tivities now. Make no drastic
changes arbitrarily, and be
especially careful about details.
There's a tendency to let the
mind wander when it shouldn't.
GEMINI
(May 22 to June 21) 1114*.
Don't be discouraged if your
efforts seem unappreciated.
Instead, draw attention to them
— but in a subtle manner.
CANCER
( June 22 to July 23) 0(1
An excellent day for dealing
with superiors, for making
them aware of your ultimate
goals and expressing your
willingness to take on more
responsibilities.
  LEO 
1July 24 Co Aug. 23) 421(g
Rule out extremes and risky
chance-taking. It is sometimes
difficult for the Leoite to stress
conservatism, but it's a MUST
during this somewhat mislead-
ing Period.
VIRGO
( Aug. 24 to Sept. 23)
Take a second look before
accepting new ideas or unusual
propositions. Don't waste time
and energy pursuing a will o'
the wisp. Be especially careful
about financial involvements.
LIBRA
(Sept. 24 to Oct. 23) Arsl
Rationalize, think things out
with logic before making im-
portant moves. Your seeking,
searching mind will permit you
to see the essentials—and new
opportunities.
SCORPIO
(Oct. 24 to Nov. 22) nt,
Much competition in store!
You should revel in most of the
challenges offered. A fine day




( Nov. 23 to Dec. 21)
As with Libra,
thoughts should be given before
taking serious steps. Don't let
superficial attractiveness blind




Dec. 22 to Jan. 20) va
Be guided by logic in stress
periods. Give anxiety no
quarter. Be prepared to cope
with some minor obstacles
which may appear.
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 191
Sturdy effort will see you
through this day of mostly
variable influences: Some
hours may be really ''tricky.''
All challenges should prove
interesting, however.
PISCES
( F eb . 20 to Mar. 20) )(Qr
An appetite for hard work and
consistent accuracy will help
you break through ''im-
possible" barriers now.
YOU BORN TODAY are
extremely versatile. Leoites
have attained great heights in
politics, the military, literature
and industry; also as poets,
musicians and painters. You
are generous, almost to a fault,
are always willing to share your
assets with your loved ones;
sometimes, however, use this as
a -hold" over them in order to
get your own way. Don't! You
have great pride in all that you
do, but it sometimes becomes
excessive, so be alert, since the
arrogance you display at such
times alienates others. Birth-
date of: Samuel P. Langley,




U OF I WORKING
ON PREDICTIONS
URBANA, Ill. (AP) — Pre-
dicting next year's national
crime rate or school enrollment
with better than 90 per cent ac-
curacy will be possible with
equations being developed by
sociologists at the University df
Illinois here.
With the support of a two-
year grant of $149,900 from the
National Science Foundation, a
team headed by Prof. Kenneth
Land is designing a statistical
model of 20 to 25 equations
which reveal the inter-
relationships of economic condi-
tions and human behavior.
REPEAT OF A SERIIIII!
YOU ASKED FOR IT.  .
We had such good response to our sofa and love seat ad
last week that we completely sold out! Since many of you
missed out on this opportunity, we went back to the fac-
tory and purchased another big truckload special.  . just
for you. Do not miss this opportunity.  . Come on out today.















WE DO HAVE OUR OWN
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MATTRESS & BOX SPRINGS
FIRM - 11 YR. GUARANTEE
$69 95 ',Fit 7995
SUPER FIRM, RELAX-0-PEDIC
DELUXE 15 YR. GUARANTEE
3/3 TWIN $9995
4/6 FULL $1 0995
5/0 QUEEN S 149
6/6 KING $1995
PLENTY OF PAVED. FREE PARKING
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MAYFIELD, KY. HIGHWAY 45, ACROSS FROM GENERAL TIRE.
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By FRED ROTHENBERG .
AP Sports Writer
The California Angels have
speed on the mound and speed
on the basepaths; but in the
home run derby, they're slower
than a home run trot. *
' "As goes' the pitching, so
goes the Angels," says Califon-
tia Manager Dick Williams,
!whose club has connected for a
riajor league-low of 42 homers
this season. "We're still trying
to catch Roger Maris."
The pitching went well
Wednesday with fireballer No- •
Ian Ryan blazing his high, hard
ball once again after missing 11
days with a combination of a
pulled groin muscle and control
problems.
Ryan gave up three hits be-
fore being relieved in the
eighth inning as California beat
-the Milwaukee Brewers 6-1 for
-:Ryan's 13th victory in 25 deci-
•sions.
Elsewhere in the American
-League, Oakland beat Detroit 2-
-Z-I-t-•-- eago- -Whitt' Sac •
dumped the New York Yankees
5-3: Kansas City topped Boston
3-1, and Baltimore shaded Min-
nesota 3-2. •
Ryan permitted a leadoff
single to Bob SfiEldon in' The
first inning and then didn't give
up a hit until the eighth when
Bill Sharp doubled and then
scored on Robin Yount's
double. At that point Ryan was
lifted for Andy Hassler.
"I slowed up my delivery
after file first inning and things
fell into place," said Ryan, who
struck out nine and walked
three. "I'm still not completely
in the groove, but I'm satisfied
with the way I threw the ball
today."
A's 2, Tigers 1
Pitchers Sonny Siebert and
Jim Todd, who were not with
the team at the start of the Sea-
son, combined to pitch a four-
hitter and the A's ended De-
troit's four-game winning
streak.
Siebert allowed three hits in
the first five innings to pick up
his third victory of the season.
Todd blanked the Tigers on one
hit over the final four innings
for his ninth save of the year.
White Sox 5, Yankees 3
-The Yankees dropped to 940.
under new Manager Billy Mar-
tin, the first time they've been
under .500 for games Martin
has managed.
Chicago's Wilbur Wood, 13-16,
broke a personal three-game
Ft. Thomas Highlands
g- LOUISVILLE, -Ky. AP) -
- Ft. Thomas Highlands, Owens-
• boro and St. Xavier are the top
teams in the Associated Press
preseason high school football
poll.
Because of the addition of a
AAAA Class by the Kentucky
High School Athletic Associ-
ation, the AP has divided state
football teams into three polls,
combining classes A, AA and
AAA into one poll. There are
separate polls for State Class
AAAA and Jefferson County
Class AAAA.
Ft. Thomas Highlands re-
:: ceived most votes from the
board of newspaper, rafio and
television sports writers. May-
field, a Class AA team, was
second, and Newport Catholic
third.
Danville, another Class AA
team, tied for fourth with
Elizabethtown. Harrodsburg, in
sixth, was the top Class A team
in the poll. They finished the
1974 season in first place on the
final Class A poll.
Another Class A_team, Paris,
tied for seventh with Somerset.
Bardstown was ninth, and Mid-
dlesboro tenth.
In the State Class AAAA poll,
Owensboro received most
votes, with Bryan Station sec-
ond. Henry Clay third, Paducah
Tilghman fourth and Tates
Creek fifth.
In the Jefferson County Class
AAAA poll, St. Xavier, which
finished the 1974 season at the
top of the AAA poll, was again
the first choice. Trinity was
second and Bishop David third.
Ballard was fourth, and Valley






The Store For Men
Tow Awthipritc4 Wen, 'AO
Ipping ronter
Hours: Mon.-Thurs. 104. Fri 10-9, Sat. 104
Sh 
losing streak with a six-hitter.
After Bobby Bonds' three-run
homer in the second, Wood sur-
rendered only two more hits
the rest of the way.
Royals 3, Red Sox 1
Rookie Dennis Leonard held
Boston 'to six hits and hot-hit-
ting John Mayberry had three
hits in Kansas City's viCtory.
Mayberry stroked the first of
his two doubles in the fourth
and scored on George Brett's
single. After a walk to Tony So-
laita, Al Cowens followed with
an RBI double. Amos Otis
slugged a two-out triple in the
fifth and came home on May-
berry's double.
Orioles 3, Twins 2
Ross Grimsley hurled a sev-
en-hitter as the Orioles picked
up a game on the Red Sox and
now trail Boston by seven
games in the AL East.
Dave Duncan scored the Ori-
oles' third run in the ninth
when he doubled and came
around on Tommy Dat's' in-
fieldsingle, which second base-
man Rod -Carew threw past




LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) -
Here are the high school foot-
ball preseason polls, as selected
for the Associated Press by a
panel of newspaper, radio and
television sports writers:
Classes A, AA and AAA .
1. Ft. Thomas Highland 2. May-
field 3. Newport Catholic 4.
Danville Elizabethtown ( tie 6.
Harrodsburg 7. Paris Somerset
tie) 9. Bardstown 10. Middles-
boro
Also receiving votes were:
Beechwood, Boyle County,
Caldwell County, Corbin, Cov-
ington Catholic, Elkhorn City,
Erlanger Lloyd, Frankfort,
Glasgow, Heath, Knox Central,
Madison Central, Middlesboro,
Murray, Oldham County, Race-
land, Russell, Russellville,
Scott County, Todd County Cen-
tral, Trigg County, Union Coun-
ty and Warren East.
State Class AAAA . .
1. Owensborc 2. Bryan Station
3. Henry Clay 4. Paducah
Tilghman 5. Tates Creek
Also receiving -votes were:
Ashland, Bowling Green, Boyd
County, Covington Holmes, Dix-
ie Heights, Hopkinsville, Lafa-
yette, Madisonville and North
Hardin.
Jefferson County Class AAAA
1. St. Xavier 2. Trinity 3. Bish-
op David 4. Ballard 5. Valley
DeSales )tie)
Also receiving votes were:
Manual, Moore, Pleasure Ridge
Park and Southern.
The Wranglers Riding Club
will ride Friday at 7:30 p.m. at
the riding pen East of Murray
on the Van Cleve Road.
A special event to be held this
week i the catalog race and
anyone can enter this event,
There will be no entry fee and a
trophy will be given to the
winner.
Everyone is welcome to ride
with the Wranglers, and
spectators are welcome. Food
will be available in the con-
cession stand.
Tracing Injury
BOSTON (AP) - The imba-
lance in the left ear that put
Boston Red Sox third baseman
Rico Petrocelli on the 15-day
disabled list may be the result
of being hit by a pitch last sea-
son.
Petrocelli was hit on the head
Last Sept. 15 in Milwaukee by a
Jim Slaton pitch and missed
the rest of the season.
A Red Sox spokesman said a
doctor thinks the third base-
man's present problem may
stem from that injury. Petro-
cell' left the Sox in Chicago last
Sunday.
Tri-State Tournament
Mary Bain of Sikeston, Mo.,
was the winner of the ladies'
Tri-State Tournament at the
Murray Country Club yester-
day, posting a four-over-ladies-
par 154 to capture the two-day,
36-hole event by seven strokes.
Mrs. Bain carded a 76 in
Tuesday's play and carded a 78
Wednesday after holding a five-
stroke lead on the field after the
initial round.
Finishing second was Eleanor
Griffin of Paducah with a 161
after rounds of 81 and 80.
Beverly Parker of Murray, who
leaves today for the University
of Alabama where she will play
as a member of the Crimson
Tide's girls' golf team, finished
third with 164. Rae Warford was
fourth with 166.
Jerlene Sullivan captured low
net honors In the championship
flight with 166. Sue Taylor of
Paducah was second with 152,
while Wanda Mullinax and
Betty Shepard tied fbr third
with 155.
Dot Simmons of Paducah won
the first flight with 175, followed
by Betty Lowry, Murray, with
177; Veneta Sexton, Murray,
with 179; and Muncie Walker of
the Oaks club in Murray with
180.
Euva Nell Mitchell, Murray,
was the first flight low net
winner with 144. In second place
with 150 was Shirley Morris of
Mayfield with 150, while Mary
Bogard, Murray, and Dot Ar-
nold, Paducah, tied with 151.
Essie Caldwell of the Murray
Oaks club was the winner of the
second flight with 191. Vickie
Nance was second with 192,
followed by Grace James, Oaks,
with 195 and Mary Alice Smith
with 196.
Madelyn Lamb, Murray, was
the low net winner in the second
lifht with 153, Virginia Jones,
Oaks, was second with 151; Dot
Reaves, Paducah, with 149, and
Margaret Smith with 155.
Winner of the third flight was
Burlene Brewer with 199,
followed by Barbara Hambrick,
Sikeston, with 210. Elizabeth
Slusmeyer was next with 212
and Edith Garrison was fourth
with 214. Both are from the host
club.
BRAKE OVERHAUL
Brake linings 4 wheels
•Turn Drums •Arc linings
flu id clean tram- =-
wheel bearings. Inspect,
repack bearings.
Replace your worn out
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Jean Wilson, Murray, was the
low net winner in the third flight
with 152. Louise Lamb, Murray,
was second with 153, while
Myoka Wheeler, Mayfield, and
Jeanie Morgan tied for third at
155.
Eighty-one ladies par-
ticipated in the tournament.
MCC Junior Net
Tourney Begins
The Murray Country Club
Junior Tennis Tournament
started Wednesday afternoon.
In the boy's singles, Brad
Boone won in straight sets over
Ashley Smock, 6-2 and 6-4. In
the girl's singles, Patty
McIntosh defeated Kathryn
Simmons 6-3, 6-7 and 6-4.
The boy's doubles found
Boone and Kevin Ray teaming
to whip Smock and Mark
Overbey while in the girl's
doubles, McIntosh and Sim-
mons upset Robyn Burke and
Susan Stripling.
Scores were not available in
the doubles matches.
LAYING IT DOWN
in the first game of
reached base on the
Janesville took a 9-5
- Jack Schraw of South Bend lays down a trint
the afternoon against Janesville, Wis. Schraw
play, picking up one of his two hits. However,





ET IV's have been specifically
designed with rim widths and offsets in
mind to accommodate all popular tires up to the widest 60
series. The ET IV's have fully polished finish contrasts with
black slots and emphasizes the deep appearance. Fits all
disc brakes.
NO MONEY DOWN
Months To Pay 90 Days Same
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Great Lakes Regional Opens Here
By MIKE BRANDON
Ledger & Times Sports Editor
"Where's that Ohio team
from?" someone asked late
Wednesday night or maybe it
was even early Thursday
morning.
-Cincinnati,- someone
snapped. "They're the Reds."
They looked like it. They even
had a Morgan on second base.
And like Joe Morgan of the
Reds, he's quite a stick man.
Five hits in six trips to the plate
for the record.
But even the Reds couldn't
have matched Worthington's
potent offense. They banged out
26 hits against three Murray
pitchers and shell-shocked the
host team in the Great Lakes
Regional Tournament 28-5 at
Holland Stadium.
The four-hour contest ended
at 1 a.m. this morning.
In the other contests played in
the opening round of the double
elimination tournament,
Janesville, Wisconsin, slapped
South Bend, Ind., 9-5 in the
opener while in the second
game, Pontiac, Mich.,
humiliated Corbin, Ky., 20-4.
Tony thurmond started on
the mound for Murray. He
retired the side in order in the
Jirstlam.. e _before the trouble
SUrTecTIE the secona. The most-
costly play in the inning was a
three-base error in the outfield
by. Murray. It allowed three
men to score.
In the second inning for
Murray, cleanup hitter Tony
Bayless uncorked a pitch into
the bleachers in left to trim
Worthington's lead to 5-1. And
that was as close as it ever got.
By the time Murray got
around to its next rally, Wor-
thington was leading 19-1.
Doug Morgan, the second
baseman for Worthington,
collected five hits in six trips to
the plate to pace the Ohio State
champions to the win. Right-
fielder Mark Shane had four
hits, including his seventh and
eighth homers of the season,
giving him the team lead.
For Murray, Thurmond had
three hits while Mike Schroader
came off the bench to add two
hits to the attack as did Craig
Dowdy. Murray banged out 14
hits in the game.
In the other contest Wed-
nesday night, righthander Mark
Guard worked six innings and
scattered five hits while giving
up just two runs as . Pontiac
'Overwhelmed Corbin 20-4 in
another football score.
Guard fanned 10 batters
before finally being pulled out of
the contest. The big blow in the
game for Michigan's state
champs was a three-run homer
in ttitrtiftgli- by 1;it- MoliCAY.
Corbin had scored twice in the
top of the first but Pontiac got
on the board with four in their
half, added two in the second,
one in the fifth, six in the sixth
and three in the seventh before
Corbin managed to score again
in the eighth.
McKay carried the big club
for the winners as he banged out
three hits and had five runs
batted home. Jim Crosby also
added three hits for Pontiac.
In the first contest of the day,
a snappy Janesville, Wisconsin,
crew had little trouble in
disposing of South Bend, home
of the Fighting Irish of Notre
Dame.
South Bend had three homers
in the contest. Bill Bilinski had a
two-run blast in the fifth while
pitcher Steve Nadonly and Jack
Schraw had sof° shots in the
sixth and eighth innings
respectively.
The only homer in the contest
for Janesville came by their
smooth third-sacker Steve
Bunderson who ripped a solo
four-bagger in the second. Both
teams had nine hits in the
contest.
Dave Hansen, a southpaw,
went the distance in the muggy,
93-degree heat and fanned six in
pitching Janesville to the vic-
tory.
In games set for today,
Pontiac will tangle against
untested Belleville, Ill., in a 1:30
!wpm. vientest-to-vtivaillaysad,- at
Reagan Field. Belleville drew a
bye in the tourney on the first
day.
At 5:30 p.m., Murray will
meet South Bend at Holland
DID HE OR DIDN'T HE?—Only the umpire knows for sure but Rick Kingsley of Janesville, Wis., was
called out on this bunt after he beat it out for an apparent hit on a suicide squeeze play. The umpire ruled
Kingsley stepped on the plate.
REPEAT OF A SELLOUT!!
No Better Value
At Twice The Price!





















BOLD NEW 7-DIAMOND STY1ING
$99
14:414/40110
Stadium and following the
conclusion of that contest
should be the best game of the
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SAFE AT SECOND—Ken Clark of Corbin slides into second base lief ore the ball arrives anc is safe on tbc
play. Covering the bog is Tucker, the second-baseman for Pontiac, which took o 20-4 win-in the contest
Too Much Work


































The head football coach at
Iroquois High School has re-
signed after conducting 16 days
of practice with only one assist-
ant.
"I'm totally frustrated and
disappointed in the whole situ-























































one has completely turned his
back on Iroquois."
Lanham said he had lined up
a staff of five assistants but
learned late last month that
only one would be okayed for
his staff.
Lanham said he went to the ,
Jefferson County Board of Edu-
cation but got "no response."  
Spotlight Focused On Nicklaus
As Texas Tourney Set To Open
By MIKE COCHRAN
Associated Press Writer
FORT WORTH, Tex. ( AP) —
With the spotlight locked on
Jack Nicklaus, the fledgling
Tournament Players Golf
Championship resumed its ro-
mance with the big time today
on the scenic and sinisterColo-
nial Country Club course.
"We've done everything we
can to make this the top golf
tournament in the world," pro-
claimed PGA Czar Deane Be-
man as the game's elite
launched the chase for a $50,000
top prize.
"The condition of the course
is impeccable," Beman said.
"We consider this as good a
test of golf as there is, and this
is as great a field as ever as-
sembled."
A purse of $250,000 coupled
with the tournament's "desig-
nated" status attracted all the
superstars for this second run-
ning of the touring pros' own
championship.
"We're doing all we can to
put the ingredients in to make
this a major tournament. But
these things must stand the test
of time," said Beman, who won
a new five-year pact as com-
missioner on the eve of the 72-
hole event.
The tournament players want
their championship to rank
alongside the so-called Big
Four of golf — the U.S. and
British Opens, the Masters and
the PGA.
But when and if it is to obtain
such lofty credentials remains
a matter of mach Aliaakte.
The TPC must !irk earn
press and public acceptance,
said Beman. But, quipped
someone, it could become ma-
jor overnight if Nicklaus would
announce he's setting his sights
on sweeping the "Big Five."
Nicklaus. smiling and relaxed
and joking with newsmen, said
Wednesday the TPC is indeed
an important U.S. event but
must gain worldwide recogni-
tion before becoming truly ma-
jor.
"It'll happen with time," he
said.
The Golden Bear's words car-
ry special clout since he won
the inaugural TPC last year at
Atlanta and holds more major
titles, 16, than any golfer in his-
tory.
He captured two of the four
jewels in the Grand Slam this
year and said a victory here
would be more significant than
a normal tour triumph.
'I'm the defending champion
and I'm playing a golf course
I've _never won on," he ex-
plained. -I'd be kidding you if I
said that I'm as high as I was
for the PGA, but I'd like very
much tafwin here." •
Nicklaus tuned up in Wednes-t
day's pro-am with a three-un-
der-par 67 and predicted that
Colonial's 7,190-yard Trinity.
River layout will yield perhaps
five strokes to par for the
champion after four rounds.
Johnny Miller, sidelined with
a wrist ailment, was the only
big name missing as a field of
144 set out in quest of a title
that may someday be a historic
trophy.
Signed As Coach
SAN ANTONIO I AP) —
Thunder officials said Don
Batie has signed to coach in
1976 the San 'Antonio entry in
the North American Soccer
League.
Batie took over the Thunder
at mid-season earlier this year
after former mentor Alex Per-
olli mustered, just one win in
nine outings.
Batie's record for the rest of
the season was 5-8.
Special Music By The
Sunshower
the rtylit o ile\ tko*L
(Whoevet if,)QCotos me tva net)ett
waft ip dokkoess, but wieV hove.
tiweiglit el NC Clitkt
Sponsored the Baptist 'Churches
of Callaway County
°pee 7 p.m. Most be II yews aid
Have Proof In Your Pocket
This Thursday-yFridayrteSostursday Nitsi
/ /
4 Piece Rock Boogie Band-Martin, Tenn
Friday Nite-DraftBeer Special • 25'
Let's Chop-Chop Down To Ray's Lounge
BURGER
QUEEN
'gender-Fresh Fryers, All • Excess Fat
Removed
irrivo Delicious Pieces Of Chicken
laFried For Crispness In Pure Cooking.. Oil
IsSpecial Marinating Process For Extra Flavor
aIncludes French Fries, Creamy Cole Slaw,





Halter Class - Gail Frank leading
Chandra Chaparral . Monica McNeill lead-
ing Duster Dee Ann. Jana Mormon lead-
ing Ill Do lady Too, Basile Dodds lead-
ing Chock Allen; Daryll Hill leading Silver
Ed.
Pony lead Lion - Tracy Gilson on
Silver Do Jig; Dedna Dnsloll an Geral-
dine. Jame Crenshaw on Moo Boots.
Angela Woods an Jody and Missy Bearden
on B-Ekt.
Ponies 48" and Under - Mickey Keeling
riding 'Kipper; Ronnie Peeler riding
Biddy. Stan Skirner riding Miss Boob
and Tracy Ghsson riding Silver Do Jig
Purnes 41-46- - Carandra Watlington
riding King's Curse; Joe Pat Chambers
riding Sable, Mickey Keeling riding
B cictinte ; Steve Skinner riding Stardust .
aid Keith Byerly ruling Flashy Blue Bars
Pony Barrel Race - Mickey Keeling
riding lbpper. Joe Pat Clambers ruing
Smokey ; %duel Wicker riding Black -
on5tleg Fe Trc&i* Lady
jedil-atagt-XelimearisksitaihricJisligg-
-
Jr Barrel Race - Hal Skinner rxling
Miry Hoop Pat Thomason riding /Intim;
Mark Chambers ruing Snowman; Mart
Chambers riding Warrior's Ban lady, and
K sins-Sctroader ndinglIttleloe.
Open Barrel Race - Ed lkicNeill ruing
Scooper. He Slarner riding Mary Fbop.
and PE Thomason riding Rohn
Comtry Pleastre - Bob Babel] riding
Hesitation Bob Nunms nding Little Jce;
Tbrn Bell riding Mr Joker. James Nance
riding Blue Chips, and Susan Anderson
riding Robin,
Youth Watery Me - Renee
Byerly riding If I Do Lady Too: Mickey
Keeling riding East llme: Debbie Cren-
sha w riding Dubs Millie: Melissa
Schroeder ndirg Squaw; and Jana
%garrison ming Miss Cellobars.
Three Gaited Pleasure - Debbie Mc'
Gary nding lady Ain
Gated Pleasure - Harold Peeler riding
Gail's Mighty Gecrge Harold Palmer
nding Shm. Ernest Attertm riding Dolly.
TIm Thompson riding' Candy and Pete
Haywood riding KAng
English Saddle Pleasure - Red Creagan
riding Merry Boy's Cindy. Larry
LaCanerr riding Delight's Bad J. Harold
Palmer riding Red Devil. Cardin Davis
riding Buddy's March Wtnd; and Sharon
Bachuas riding Due's Night Shadow
Jr Flags - Mark Climbers riding &ri-
nse: Mickey Keeling riding Torn Mickey
Keelng riding Topper, and Tracy Glutton
riding Silver DoJig
Open Flogs - Jain Crenshaw riding
Bronze Hawk. Jahn Crenshaw riding Iron-
s*. Hal Skinner riding Peppy's Time,
Mark Cambers Sortie; and Cris
Miller riding Charger
Sr W estern Pleasure - J eanette Byerly
riding If I Do lady Thu. Mickey Keeling
riding Easy tine, Bonnie Dodds riding
Chock Allen Monica McNeill riding Dus-
ter Dee Ann and Debbut Crenshaw riding
Dub's Mille
Western Rack - Bob Garland riding
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Winners Announced Pirates, Cardinals And Phi Is All Take Wins
In Wranglers' Show
Mark Chambers, West
Paducah Rt. 2, received blue
ribbons in the Jr. Flags, Jr.
Figure Eight Speed Race and
the Rescue Race classes. in a
recent horse show held at
Wrangler's Riding Club in
Murray.
Riders and horses scoring
double wins at this show were
Micky Keeling and Topper
winning in the Pony Pleasure
and Pony Barrels categories.
Hal Skinner and Mary Hoop
winning the Jr. Barrel Race and
the Jr. Pole Bending classes,
Bob Bazzell and Hesitation
taking blue ribbons in both
Country Pleasure and Foxtrot,
and the Byerly Family teamed
up for a double win with If I Do
tidy Too with Renae Byerly
riding in Youth Western
Pleasure, and Jeanette Byerly
riding to victory in the Senior
Western Pleasure Class.
Complete results in order of
finish, by class included:
Little Dandy; llm Thompson riding
Cindy. Harold Palmer riding Sun, Bob
Dachas marts Sundance , and Daryl IBS
nding Silver Ed
Jr Pole Bending - Hal WONT ruling
May Hoop Pat Thomason riding Robin;
Mickey Keeling riding lbpper. Michael
Wacker riding liacklack, sal Kim Marrs
riding Pepper
Open Poke Bending - Pat Thane=
riding Robin, Ed McNeill riding Mary
Hoop; Chopper Lamb riding Lax*. John
Crenshaw riding Bronze Hawk, and Chris
Miller riding Charger
Plantation Saddle Horse - Harold
Palmer riding Red Devil; Red Creston
nding Merry Boy's Cindy; Carolyn Davis
riding Buddy's March Wind; Flavis
Rodgers riding Dam
Fin Trot - Bob Banal riding Hesita-
tion, Tom Bell riding Mr Joker; Ctis
Thomas riding Tony; Mama Na] riding
Patsy. Pat Wolfe riding Cody LaBointosit
Jr Wasteni Pleasure - Levis
riding Tatiana° Tapper, Call Frank riding
Chandra Chaparral]; Dale Williams riding
Whistle Poco, Don Byerly riding Miss
Cellobars; and Debbie Crenshaw riding
Sweet Nubbins.
English Rack - George Ford riding
Chance's Royal Son: Join Britten riding
13111e, Connie Dick riding Brindy, Rudy
King riding Lady, and Carolyn Davis
riding Buddy's Mardi wind
Open Figure Eight Speed Race- Daryl!
Mil riding Doc; Mark Chambers riding
Warriors Bay Lady; and Jun Schroder
riding Prince
Jr Figure Eight Speed Race - Mark
Chambers riding Snowmen; Mark Cham-
bers riding Warrior Bay Lady; Kelvin
Schroeder tiding Little Joe; Klan
Morris riding Pepper; and Greg Fennell
riding Sunny
Open Rescue Race - Kart %lumbers
on Snowman; Ronnie cream. on War-




San Francisco's Ed Halicki
was displaying his knowledge
of the Pittsburgh hitters again
Wednesday night when they
suddenly taught him a thing or
two.
For a young guy, Halicki
knows our club very well. His
pitching pattern against us is
excellent," said winning pitcher
Jim Rooker after the Pirates
rallied for three runs in the
eighth inning and a 3-1 victory
over the Giants.
The victory was the Pirates'
second in a row - the last time
that happened was an Aug. 3
doubleheader - and kept them
,one game in front of Phila-
delphia in the National
League's East Division. The
Phillies defeated the Atlanta
Braves 4-1.
Meanwhile, the St. Louis Car-
dinals remained 21/2 games
back by blanking the Cincinnati
Reds, 4-0, the New York Mets
dropped five games out by los-
ing to Houston 5-4 in 10 innings
and the San Diego Padres out-
lasted the Montreal Expos 8-6.
The Los Angeles Dodgers and
the Cubs were rained out in
Chicago.
The Pirates, who had
dropped 11 of their last 13
games, were blanked on two
hits for 7 1-3 innings by Halicki,
who had beaten them three
Furgerson Says Hobble
Key Factor For Racers
MURRAY, Ky. (AP) - Just
about everyone in the Ohio Val-
ley Conference will be breaking
in a new quarterback this sea-
son, and I think that will be the
key factor in the league cham-
pionship race.
At Murray, we'll have Mike
Hobbie replacing All-OVC Tom
Pandolfi, who graduated, and I
Bewley Tied For Lead
In Kentucky Open Play
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) - "I
made the trip even though I
might .not get to play because
I've got a lot of old friends
--Aare ;L.2_4w3w_.,4141,141tigitAfielPes2.10--.
year-old Army captain from
Bowling Green who's tied for
the lead in the Kentucky Open
Golf Championship, which ends
today.
Bewley, competing in only his
second Kentucky Open, fired a
sizzling 69 in the second round
of the tourrry Tuesday for a
two-day total of 143.
Joe Lally Jr. of Louisville,
who shot a 71, is tied for the
lead. Lally had a first-day
score of 72.
Bewley's performance was
impressive. He connected on
two 12-foot birdie putts and had
two others in the four-foot
range. ,He missed three othet
birdie putts.
Bewley was an alternate for
the tournament and didn't know
he would play until just before
the first round began.
"The only thing I regret
about being an alternate is
what happened to the man I re-
placed, Ron Hamer," said
Bewley. -Someone broke into
his pro shop I at Woodford
County Country Club) and
cleaned him out."
Lally, who has finished in the
top 10 in the tournament for the
past four years, reached 17
greens in regulation.
Behind the leaders going into his first at .center. .
councl-W-1904-ate 11 
teenteur champion Kevin Proctor di sive starters back and should
be pretty solid down the line
Bowling Green. He fired a 70 to
go with an opening round 74.
Qroctor is trying to become the
first golfer ever to win both ie
State Amateur and the en-
tucky Open in the same sum-
mer.
Proctor had birdie putts of
eight, 30, 25 and 15 feet and
missed a five-foot par putt. He
said mistakes on the 18th hole
cost him a tie for the lead. He
double bogeyed the hole. -
"I punched a six iron and it
almost went in, but ran off the
green and into the rough,- he
said. -I popped out of the
rough and that almost went in
too, but ran 15 feet by the hole.
My putt from there ran less
than a foot past.
"The ball was in a footprint,
and all I had to do was mark
it. But I didn't and the one-foot
putt went straight at the last
second and stopped two inches'
away," he moaned.
Stacy Russell of Middletown,
who fired a two-under-par 70 on
the opening day to take the
first round lead, dropped to 77
in the second round.
ATTENTION: ALL TAXPAYERS
"How Should Public Education Money Be Spent?
Background:
Last Spring Dr. Donald Hunter, bean of the College of Human Development and Learning,
and Dr. Constantine Curris, President of Murray State University, recommended that
grades one thru six of the University Laboratory School be closed. At the May, 1975 meeting,
the Board of Regents voted 5-4 to keep the University School 'open.
Concerned parents and taxpayers in Murray and Calloway County hope that the Regents
will reconsider their decision once they are aware of the loss of tax dollars to the public
schools and know that the City and County Schools are able and willing to provide an ex-
cellent education for children currently enrolled in the University School.
Questions:
1. How many State Tax Dollars are the county and city public schools now losing?
ANSWER: Last school year the two public school districts lost $54,720 for the 97 children
enrolled in the university school grades one thru six.
2. What if university school supporters succeed in recruiting 50 additional children from
the public schools this Fall?
ANSWER: The loss of State Tax Dollars could go beyond $80,000.
3. Could the county and city schools afford to lose a projected $80,000?
ANSWER: Of course not. We taxpayers cannot afford to make up this loss to our public
schools in additional taxes.
4. Can the public schools provide MSU students adequate observation and practice
teaching opportunities?
ANSWER: Since the public schools are willing to assume additional responsibilities, the
MSU faculty ought to be able to design workable programs. Far example, Carter and Rober-
tson Elememtnary Schools alone could utilize 17 more student teachers per eight week
period than are now scheduled for this Fall and Spring.
5. How Much monies would be gained and saved if the university school were closed
(grades one thru six i?
ANSWER: The public schools would gain at least $54,720 and Murray State University
would save approximately 680,000, part of which could be used to expand MSU's regional
services to the city and county systems inthe areas of music, art, and foreign languages.
WHAT YOU CAN DO: If you are concerned about the loss of Tax Dollars-to our public
schools, PLEASE SIGN A PETITION to Dr. Charles Howard, Chairman of MSU Board of
Regents. Petitions are available from any of the five elenaentary Parent-Teacher groups in
Murray and Calloway Count+.
Ann Watson, President Carter PTA
Roy Gene Dunn, President North PTC
Jerry Overby, President Fast PTC
Suzanne Thompson, President Southwest PTC
Molfy Ross, President Robertson PTA
For Petition to Sign:tall 753-7791.
think he'll do a good job of run-
ning our offense. He was Pan-
dolfi's backup for three years
and started four games two
seasons ago.
He throws well, as he proved
by completing 15 of 20 passes in
our spring game.
We have a big hole to fill at
running back because of Don
Clayton's graduation, but Art
Kennedy played well in his few
appearances last season and
could be the answer. We have
all our receivers of last year,
but we'll be short on experience
and depth in the offensive line.
However, center will be in
the good hands of Tony Men-
endez, who has started three
years, although last season was
there. Although we'll have lots
of experience, we'll be one of
the smallest defensive teams in
the league, as we have been for
the last two seasons.
The front line will be led by
tackle Jay Waddle, our captain,
and he's a fine player and lead-
er. We switched the linebackers
around a bit in the spring, but
we've got some good talent and
a lot of hustle in players like
David McDonald and Don Het-
tich.
Our defensive secondary set
a Murray record for inter-
ceptions last fall, and Bruce
Walker led the OVC with nine.
That unit is intact for this sea-
son., and they should do an ex-
cellent job.
I think the OVC will go about
as usual - with the team that
gets a few right bounces of the
football and avoids injuries
winning it.
We've had Some breaks and
itiade .solue &teat ecienetincles_to
stay Undefeated the two sea-
sons we've played in our new
stadium and I'd certainly like
to see that string continued.
However, we'll play some
strong teams there this fall, in-
cluding Western Carolina, who.
was in the NCAA playoffs last
year, and Eastern Kentucky,









Kansas 54 .557 51/2
Chicago 63 .492 131/2
Texas 61 65 48d 141/2
Minnesota 58 68 .460 171 3
California 58 69 .457 IS
Wednesday's Results
California 6, Milwaukee 1
Oakland 2, Detroit 1
Chicago 5, New York 3
Kansas City 3, Boston 1
Baltimore 3, Minnesota 2
Only games scheduled
Thursday's Games
Chicago (Kaat 179) at New
York (Medich 11-13), (n)
Cleveland (Brown 5-7) at
Kansas City (Littell 0-0), (n)
Oakland (Holtzman 14-10) at
Milwaukee (Travers 5-7), (n)
Baltimore (Palmer 19.7) at
Texas (Perry 13-151, (n)
Only games scheduled
Friday's Games
Chicago at Boston, (n)
California at New York, (n)
Cleveland at Kansas City, (n)
Oakland at Milwkukee, (n)
Detroit at Minnesota,, (n)
Baltimore at Texas, (n)
















By The Associated Press
GENERAL
BALTIMORE - Fight pro-
moter Eli Hanover, 54, who re-
vived boxing in the Baltimore
area in recent years, died of an
unknown cause.
NEW YORK - Former Davis
Cup tennis player Francis X.
Shields died after collapsing
from an apparent heart attack.
ESCONDIDO, Calif. - Unde-
feaad wrestling champion Jim-
my Londos, the "Golden
Greek" who won the world title ,
on and off for 16 years, died of
a heart attack. He was believed
10 be 80 years old.
HOCKEY . .
TORONTO - Eddie "The En-
tertainer" Shack, an 18-year
Natienal Hockey League veter-
an, retired from hockey in or-
der to handle his business inter-
ests.
WATER SKIING .
TOMAHAWK, Wis. - Mike
Morgan. 13. of Norfolk, Va.,
won the junior boys slalom
crown in the :33rd annual Na-
tional Water Skiing. Champion-
ships.
SWIMMING
KANSAS (Try - Tim Shaw
of Long Beach, Calif., smashed
his own world record in the
men's 400-meter freestyle With
a time of 3:53.32.
ERIE,. Pa. - Tim Budny.' a
17-year-old from ,Erie, l'a.
swam 31 hides across Lake
Erie from Canada in what' is
believed to be the first success-




GS Pittsburgh 69 55 .556
68 56 .548
▪ $








Los Angeles 67 57 .540 'r
S.Francisco 61 64 .488
San Diego 57 68 .456 26 2
Atlanta 56 71 .441 28' 2
48 81 .372 _37'
Wednesday's Results
Los Angeles at Chicago, ppd
Houston 
rai 
Philadelphia 4, Atlanta 1
Pittsburgh 3, San Francisco I
San Diego 8, Montreal 6
St. Louis 4, Cincinnati 0
Houston 5, New York 4, 10 in
rings
Thursday's Game
Los Angeles (Messersmith 14





Cincinnati at Pittsburgh, 2,
(I-n)
Atlanta at St. Louis, (n)
Philadelphia at San Diego,
(n)
Montreal at Los Angeles, (n)









But Richie Zisk got an infield
hit with one out in the eighth,
took second on Manny Sanguil-
len's single and scored the ty-
ing run on rookie Craig Rey-
nolds' double. Following an in-
tentional walk to pinch hitter
Bill Robinson, Randy Moffitt
relieved Halicki and Rennie
Stennett rapped a tie-breaking
two-run single.
Cardinals 4, Reds 0
Bake McBride drove in three
runs with his third and fourth
homers - his first since May 2
- and Ron Reed pitched a
four-hitter as St. Louis ended
Fred Norman's six-game win-
ning streak.
Ken Reitz' run-scoring single
broke up a scoreless duel in the
fourth following hits by Willie
Davis and Reggie Smith. An in-
ning later, Lou Brock singled
and McBride drove the next
pitch over the right field fence
near the foul line. The speedy
outfielder later greeted reliever
Will McEnaney with an inside-
the-park home run in the eighth.
Reed permitted singles in
each of the first four innings,
then set down 13 batters in a
row following Tony Perez' lead-
off hit in the fourth. After an
error by shortstop Mike Tyson,
Reed retired the last five bat-
ters to end the game.
Phillies 4, Braves 1
Greg Luzinski drove in his
100th run of the season with a
seventh-inning double and Dave
Cash delivered a pair of run-
scoring singles. Larry Christen-
son was lifted for a pinch hitter
in the seventh after allowing
only three Atlanta rattlers to
reach base, two on singles and
one on a walk.
Astros 5, Mets 4
Cesar Cedeno led off the 10th
inning with a single off rookie
Rick Baldwin and scored on
Cliff Johnson's hit-and-run
double for Bill Virdon's first
triumph as manager of the As-
tros. Johnson hit his 12th home
run in the sixth inning.
Padres 8, Expos 6
Enzo Hernandez snapped a 5-
5 tie with a a three-run double
in the seventh inning and Gene
Locklear knocked in four runs,









A regular size WO% Pure Ground Beef Hamburger, ser-






Open 7 Days, 9:30-Midnight









All The Fresh Ky. Lake
Catfish You Can Eat
$269
Far the Best Fish Dinner you have
ever had...Come to
The Palace
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Defective Artificial Heart
Valves Now Being Recalled
WASHINGTON ( AP) —
Three batches of defective arti-
ficial heart valves implicated in
two deaths and one serious in-
jury are being recalled on an
emergency basis from national
and international markets, the
Food and Drug Administration
announced Wednesday.
As a precaution, the FDA
said heart surgeons who have
implanted about 65,000 other
heart valves in patients during
the last 6;.2 years are being
alerted also to monitor their
patients "very, very closely"
for warning signs."
Shiley Laboratories Inc. of
Santa Ana, Calif., is recalling
three production lots of its
Bjork-Shiley aortic and rnitral
heart valves manufactured be-
tween February 1973 and July
3, 1975.
Vernon's
"Boots& Shoes For Evers Auto. Undi.r The Sun'
lympic Plaza 753-4.
West, ra Dept 9-9 Weekdays Shoe Repair Dept
1.4 Sundas
sale sale sale
15°. liquidation Sale is going on now at Vernon's We
are going to remodel our store to better serve you, our
customer.
Most merchandise at ' 2 off.
Much at less than' 2 price.
Nothing at regular price.
Prizes will be Given Away...
450°° Bedroom Suite
400°° Saddle Tappan Range
Plus 7 Other Prizes
Boot & Shoe Department
Western Department Shoe Repair Department





Come Out 8. See Them
The FDA said some of the
salves may fail if the lower
struts collapse. Out of the 204
valves involved in the recall,
the FDA said 36 are believed to
remain in domestic channels
and another 114 in international
trade channels.
The FDA said Shiley can
identify the 54 heart patients
who have received implants of
the valves being withdrawn
from the market.
Surgeons must decide on a
patient-by-patient basis whether
the risk of valve failure is
great enough to warrant open-
heart surgery for removal and
replacement with a new valve,
the FDA said.
The two deaths occurred in
July. One of the victims was a
woman who received her valve
in Phoenix, Ariz., less than
eight weeks before she col-
lapsed and died while attending
a convention in San Francisco.
The other was a patient in St.
Francis Hospital in Wichita,
Kan., who had a valve implant
in 1973.
The third confirmed valve
failure involved a patient in
Massachusetts General Hospital
in Boston. The FDA said the
patient had received the valve
less than two months before it
failed and was replaced in late
May. The patient was still in a
coma at last report, the FDA
said.
Since the problem was identi-
fied, Shiley has begun stren-
thening welds on its new valves
to avoid strut. fractures, the
The firm has distributed 90,-
000 to 95,000 artificial heart
valves worldwide, and about
-65,000 have been implanted, the
FDA said.
ST. MAARTEN ( AP) — Vis-
itors to this half Dutch, half
French resort island in the
Netherlands Antilles Wind-
wards now can keep in touch
with their families or busi-
nesses in the United.States by
direct dial telephone.
Calling St. Maarten from the
U.S., however, must still be
done the old fashioned way













56,000-BTU ... t 21488
75,000-BTU .... 239 88
93,800-BTU.... 274 88,
58711 112,600-BTU . 7988
Use as basement, closet or attic furnace.
Blowers will handle air conditioning.
Furnace designed for almost any type of installation in almost any part of your
house. Compact cabinet i% insulated with fiber glass for quiet operation. In-
sulated blower comportment. Completely factory wired. Install now...hove
clean heat all winter.
Want a free heating survey? Call Sears for an appoint-
ment at your convenience dial
[Sears
Si ARS a @VCR 4/4D CO
753-2310
Prices are catalog prices
SEARS CATALOG SALES OFFICE
Southside Shopping Center Murray. Ky
THIS IS THE WAY IT WAS — Major Henry L Isenberg, outgoing commander of Air Force
Recruiting Detachment 311, shows his successor, Major Bernard M. Stein, a map of the former
detachment area. Under a recent reogranization of the AF Recruiting Service, the "new" area
indudes this area of Kentucky.
The Army Green
Back To School Time Is
Just Around The Corner
By SFC Jerry Work come by.
September is just around the Artillery Officers
corner. Soon it will be "back to Get Taste Of Action
college" for young people here Members of the Artillery
and across the natibn. In- Officer's Basic Course at Fort
creasingly, however, the return Sill, Okla., are now finding out
to the classroom is a reality what it's like to be an in-
only for those fortunate enough fantryman or tanker during an
to be able to personally finance attack. According to a report
their schooling. from Sgt. Jerry Work, local
Blame it on recession, in- Army representative, in an
..flatiouraw_witAver-ap•-erieeeiest Alm•m!
=evidesc--the-erlorr-eittit -s the - and ,-"Nitifitiiea'Arrns -Mort-
same : a college degree is ment (TCAD), Maneuver
becoming more elusive for a Division, and called "Combined
greater percentage of Arms Team in the Attack,"
American young people.. students receive a first-hand
What's the answer? Certainly introduction to the noise, dust
an end to inflation and recession and conhillon of the battlefield,
would ease the situation. But we The mission of Maneuver
as a nation can't bank our Division is to teach artillery
educational future on the hope officers how to integrate
that certain economic problems themselves into the combined
will be solved to our benefit.
Difficult times call for action.
But where do we direct our
energies?
One direction is toward the U.
S. Army. The Army is
cooperating with_over 1200
colleges in an educational
program, called Protect
AHEAD, that makes a college
degree far more accessible in
these times. A young person
starts college and the Army at
the same time. He or she is a
soldier full time and a student
part time. Courses are offered
on-post and at nearby in-
stitutions. In many cases, the
Army picks up the bulk of the
tuition.
Project AHEAD isn't the only
answer to the nation's
educational dilemma. But it is
an answer. In these questioning




More than 1,600 Jehovah's
Witnesses are expected to meet
August 23 and 24 at Mayfield
High School. The Murray
congregation will then join 2.5
other western Kentucky
congregations in a weekend
circuit assembly.
Newly assigned district
overseer Wesley Benner will set
the theme of the meeting
Saturday morning with his
keynote address "Have We
Kept Out Senses and Been
Watchful?". Benner will els,
discuss the assembly highlight
"Stand Still and See the
Salvation of Jehovah" Sunda,s
afternoon at 2:00.
Following the Mayfield event
a considerable change will be
made in the make-up of the
local circuit. Seven eastern
congregations will then par-
tially form a south-central
Kentucky circuit. The change
was made necessary by the
rapid growth of the
congregations in recent years
with three new congregations
being formed this year.
Present circuit overseer John
Mansavage has been working in
cooperation with the Wa)
chtower Society of Brooklyn,
New York, to develop a
program to fit the needs of the
local congregations. Mans.,
savage will assume drewi
overseer's duties in 'a North
Carolina circuit the first wepk
of September.
On Nov. 4, 1952, Gen Dwight
D. Eisenhower was elected
President. He was the fleet Re-




puts a kid's life
on the line.








will open their restaurant
Roberson's
Hih-Burger, Inn
413 S. th St.
Wednesday, August 20
Known for their famous
hickory smoked barbecue
and delicious plate lun-
ches.






s REAL ESTATE COURSES
arms team. The exercise in-
corporates simulated enemy
machine gun fire, anti-tank




The U.S. Army presently has C
job openings for food service
specialists, according to local
Army representative Sgt. Jerry
career field start as Food
Service Helpers who prepare
food for cooking. As individuals
gain experience, they may be
trained as cooks, bakers or for
related work.
For more information, call
247-4525 ( collect) or stop by my





WASHINGTON (AP) — To-
mato peelings and their poten-
tial as human food are receiv-
ing the federal government's
attention and $280,000 of its
money.
The government is contrib-
uting the funds to a two-year
"commercial feasability" study
aimed at finding out if process-
ors can convert the normally
discarded peelings into food for
humans.
Nearly 80 per cent of the to-
matoes for processing are
grown in California and about
130,000 tons of peels are pro-
duced annually.
Disposal, which requires spe-
cial handling, costs $1 million
per year, the Agriculture De-
partment said Tuesday. "Half
of this peel material might be
used as food, with a value of
nearly $3 million annually," it
said.
Officials said evaluations will
be made of methods for recov-
ering tomato material from
peeling waste which results
froni a practice of dipping to-
rnatoes in a hot lye solution so
that the peels can be removed
easily.
The department said that
$80,000 will come from its re-
search funds and $200,000 from
the EnVironmental Protection
Agency.
1 MAL ESTATE MARRETING-RES 134
Tuesday Evenings 6:00-9:00 p.m
Room 104, Business Building.
REAL ESTATE APPRAISING-RES 136
Monday Evenings 6100-9:00 p.m.
Room 307 Business Bldg.
Al the COINSita WM bogie Woo wool' of /avoid 25, 197S.
BASIC REAL (STATE-RES 132
(Course is designed to acquaint the student with basic in-
formation needed to take state R.E. Exam.)
Sec. 1 Tuesday & Thursday
Mornings 8:00-9:15. Will meet in Faculty Hall Rm 206
Sec. 2 Thursday Evenings 6:00-9:00 p.m. will meet
Business Building ftm 104.
REAL ESTATE LAW-RES 240
Wednesday Evenings 6-9 p.m.
Room 104, Business Bldg.
PROPERTY MANAGEMENT-RES 405
Tuesday & Thursday 9:30-10: 45 a.m.






Registration for all the courses will be conducted at the fir-
st class meeting or during regular University Registration.
All courses are 3 hour credit courses and all will suffice for
the 30 hour requirement for licensees. All courses are taught
by Real Estate Brokers except the Law course which will be
taught by a practicing Attorney.









PULL IT ALL TOGETHER
Tobacco separates of
crushed suede cloth, ray-
on and cotton combined
with a tweed polyester
knit, machine washable
Ctocidt
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Local Schools Announce
Free Lunch-Milk Policy
The Calloway County Schools
and The Murray City Schools
today announced its policy for
free meals, free milk, and
reduced-price meals for
children unable to pay the full
price of meals and milk served
in schools under the National
School Lunch Program and-or
School Breakfast and-or Special
Milk Program. Local school
officials have adopted the
following family size and in-
come criteria for determining
ls 
1
:i - t c






g 1 2 "-
w 3
1 .. 8 3,230 $ 3.231-4 4,5302  4.240 4,241- 5,11303  5,250 5,251- 7,380
4 4,260 6,261- 8,770 •5 7  190 7,191- 10,0446 8,110 8,111- 11,3607 8,950 8,951- 12,5308.  9,790 9,791- 13,7099  10.550 10.551- 14.77010  11,310 11,311-115,34011  12,080 12.061- 18,19012 12,810 12,811- 17,940
Each additional
family member . . . .. $750-1,050
Children from families whose
income is at or below the levels
shown are eligible for free
meals, free milk or reduced-
price meals. In addition,
families not meeting these
criteria but with hardship
conditions due to unusually high
medical expenses, shelter costs
in excess of 30 percent of in-
come, special education ex-
penses due to the mental or
physical condition of a child,
and disaster or casualty losses
Miss Your Paper?
.Subscrilers lobo Wye not
received their borne-deivered
copy of The Murray Ledger
Times by 5:30 p. m. ere urged
to coil 753-1916 between 5:30
. m. and 6 p. to insure
livery of Hoe newspaper.
s must be pieced before 6
. m.
are urged to apply.
Application forms are being
sent to all homes with a letter to
parents. Additional forms are
available at the principal's
office in each school. The in-
formation provided on the
application is confidential and
will be used only for the purpose
of determining eligibility.
Applications may be submitted
at any time during the year.
In certain cases foster
children are also eligible for
these benefits. If a family has
foster children living with them
and wish to apply for such
meals and milk for them, they
should contact the school.
In the operation of child
feeding programs, no child will
be discriminated against
because of his race, sex, color,
or national origin.
Under the provision of the
policy the school principal will
review applications and
determine eligibility. If a
parent is dissatisfied with the
ruling of the official he may
make a request either orally or
in writing to William B. Miller,
401 N. 18th Street, or Fred
Schultz, 814 Poplar Street for a
hearing to appeal the decision.
The hearing procedures are
outlined in the policy.
A complete copy of the policy
is on file in each school and in
the office of the District
Superintendent where it may be





Africa (AP) — The deck of the
Cassiopeia, a large Swedish ore
ifi
.4te1/4304rIEL#:."3 11 037.af some crew mem-li-er; use
bicycles to get from one end to
the other.
The ship is 772 feet long and
102 feet wide so that three rows
of 30 end-to-end tennis courts
would almost blanket the deck.
Capt. Ove Prytz says three
bicycles are kept on board so
that crew members can move
quickly from one end of the
vessel to the other.
"You can get tired if you
have to walk that distance sev-









Friday, August 22 Only







100 So. 13th St.
753-5819
Bus Schedules Announced For City Schools
Buses for the Murray Middle
and Murray High Schools will
begin their bus runs Wed-
nesday, August 77, 1975. The
four Middle School buses No. 1,
2, 3, and 4 wW begin their
scheduled run at 7:20 a. m. The
Middle School will be dismissed
at 11:10 a. in. Wednesday,
Thursday and Friday. Monday,
September 1, 1975 (Labor Day)
will be a school holiday.
Beginning Tuesday, Sep-
tember 2, the Middle School
regular scheduled runs will
begin at 7:20 a. m. and school
will be dismissed at 2:30 p.
Buses for Murray High
School, No. 1, 2, 3 and 4 will




ARRIVE 7:45 a. m.
let Stop-14th at Leo Leyland.




6th . 1711441.611116111 MOIL1311





110 Stop-HOW Drive at Doran Rd.
At entrance lab ernifilaraugh-
gthuctr- Doran1IMM at Magnolia.
  to Midis School Via Doran
Road and Main Stresk inload on Main




ARRIVE 7:45 a. in.
lit Wry-Glendale at 12th St. after tur-
ning onto Glendale,
hid Stop-East Dogwood Drive at
Mimosa,
3rd Stop-1215 E Dogwood, Southeast
Corner by Crestwood.
eh Stop-1229 Dogwood Calve. just
before Glendale Rd.,




9th Stop-S. 1898 Fox Meadows lit
Road I.
10th Stop-S. lath at Fox Meadows (11nd
Road).
11111 Stop-Corner of Wiswell Rd. & 1698
St., turn left off of curve aftet stopping,
12th Stop-1512 Oxford Drive,
13th Stop-Corner of Oxford and
' (lancer, just after naming,
14th Stop-15/27 Chaucer
150 Stop-Chaucer & Ciblarbery,
1098 Stop-Corner of Canlabery and Ox-
ford,
1798 Stop-Locust at 31614
11198 Stop-Lae:eat at Pm*
llth Stop-111111eina at beeint,
rt=r1W1111 at 1/111awii.
SD Mille Ideal be Main,
unload en Main Prod mid begb highschool run.
7:56 a. on. Murray High will be
dismissed Wednesday 11:35 a
m., Thursday 11:46. A. m. and
Friday 11:45 a. on.
Beginning Tuesday, Sep-
tember 2, 1975 the Murray High
regular scheduled runs will
begin at 7:50 a. m. and school
will be dismissed at 2:55 p. m.
Buses for the Carter and
Robertson Elementary schools
will begin their bus runs
Thursday, August 28, 1975. Bus
No. 9 will serve both Carter and
Robertson Elementary schools.
The Carter School bus run will
begin at 7:40 a. m. with school
being dismissed at 11:00 a. m.
on Thursday and Friday. The
Robertson School bus run will
MOM 806001
Oa Ma. 3
START 7 20a. m.
ARRPiE 7:45 a. in.
lit Stop-Story at 13th,
hid Stop-Story at Whitnell,
3rd Stop-Story at Meadow Lane,
gh Stop- 907 Meadow Lane,
5th Stop-Meadow Lane at Dudley,
111115111op-Kkirwood & Meadow Lane,
/111111op-Glendale Rd. at Parklane,
albStop-Gleodate Rd. & lath St.,




12th Stop-Meircee and Parklane,
1398 Stop-1703 Parklane,
14th Stop-Parklane at Cataline,
1598 Stop-Parklane and 16th,
16th Stop-18th and Kirkwood,
1798 Stop-ligh and Henry,
18th Stop-Igh and Jainism,
19th Stop-Igh and Story,
r.3rtioceta-Igh and Sycamore.to Middle School via 1198, then





ARRIVE 7:45 a. m.
begin at 8:10 a. on. with school
dismissed at 11:30 a. m. on
Thursday and Friday.
Bus No. 1 will pick up both
Murray High School and
Robertson Elementary students
in the five points area. Bus No. 1
will pick up high school students
on Wednesday the 27th but
Robertson Elementary students
will not be picked up until
Thursday the 28th. Bus No. I
will begin its run at 7:50 a. m.
The bus will proceed to Murray
High School, after completing
its pickup, discharge the high
school students, then go to






ARRPIE 11: 15 a. tn.
Lit Stop-lith & Sycamore,
2nd Stop-523 Broad St.-betweenS!,carnore & Vine,
3rd Stop-Vine & 798,
4th Stop-Vine & 698 - before turning on-
to 6th,
5th Stop-530 S. lith St. - between Vine &Sycamore,
6th Stop-624 Broad St. - betweenSycamore & Ellis,
7th Stop-702 Broad St. - between Ellis &Fairlane,
8th Stop--Broad St. & Fairlane - Porters
House,
9th Stcp-Guthfie at Goodman,
10th Stop-Folding at Bagwell,
Stop-Fairlaaa at 5.998,
12th Stop-FM(8N & Circarama,
13th Stop-Fabions & Glendale,
14th Stop-Glendak & East Dogwood,
15th Stop-Glendlde & Kirkwood,
1698 Stop-GA=11kb Parklane,
1798 Stop-Glendalalk 3198,
18th Stop-16th at AN Meadows,
1998 Stop-1517 Oxford,
2098 Stop-Oxford at (haucer,
21st Stop-1507 Chaucer.
?raved to high school, unload.
3itillop-17th at Farmer,
itop-17th at Miller, ROSEITSON 5010431.
aril Ilkop-17tb at Olive, • Sus Ns. 9
at yan.
60 113 N. AM17th at College Satin Road
Ids sisp-2111110 Dodson,
10th 601p-1111260. lath,
littiStap-Cabbrater Rd. at Dodson,
12th Stop-iliWaIdrap Drive,
1398 Stop-Waildrop at Valentine,




1698 Stop-1111b at Farmer.
Pr wed to Middle School via Main,
unload on Main St. aid being high ecbool
111111111111111111
1111111111RAT 119(141
• las 16. 1
START 7- 50a. as.
ARRIVE AT MRS 8. 15 a. m.1
ARRIVE AT ROBERTSON: a. in.
lit Stop-tetb & Calloway, 
bid Stop-latb Is Ryan,
3rd Stop-903 N. lath,
4th Stoo-16th at Valenthae,
5th Stop-Waldrop Dr. at Valentine,
gh Stop-WI Waldrop Drive,
7th Stop-Hales Trailer Court,
1th Slop-Clark St & Coldwater Rd
lith Stop-923 N 16th,
10lii Stop-18th and Dodson,
1111) Stop-401N lath.
12121 Stop-17th & Ryan,
1315 Stop-1798 & Calloway.
Ht=--00011,11V at lip 1698
  to high school via lath & Ocean
Rd., inked and proceed to Robertson andtinned
WON 101001
Dm Me. 2
START 7:50 a. in.
APRIVEI 15 a. m.
let Stop-Payne St (Wells Electric
Ind Stop-1001 Payne-between 1298 and
1098,
ard Stop-Payne (last hoots before 7th -
between Ramie& 798,
4th Stop-Pine St. at old service
station -between 5th & 40,
598 Stop-402 Cherry-between Spruce &
Pine,
Oth Stop-Corner of Cherry & Ash,
7th Slop-Corner of Ash & 2nd St.,
N. Stop-407 lit St. ,-between Ash &
Pine,
Rh Stop-206 Pine St.,
IN. Stop--Ind St. (Cartununity Center.11th Stop -2nd St. ((lurch of Christ
1298 Stop-205 S. bid St-between Maple& Poplar,
13th Stop-418 S. 2nd Si Old ConcordRd. k Gulf Bulk Plant),
1498 Stop-S. 3rd St. 1 beside
playground 144u/berry & Sycamore,
15th Stop-4th k Sycamore-just beforeNb St.




ARRIVE 8:15 a m
let Stop-Corner of irth & Poplar
2nd Step-Corner of 12th & r'oplar
3rd Stop-Poplar at Irvan.
4th Stop-140 at Main,
5th Stop- 13th at Olive Blvd
• Stop--1113 Olive-between 12th & 10th,798 Stop-803 Olive-between 90 and 8th.Rh Stop-407 Olive-between 798 and 6th.Sth Stop-6th at Main,
1098 Stop-4th at Poplar,
Stop-7116 FIrn,
1298 Stop--11th & Elm,
1398 Stop-903 Vine-between 10th & 9th,140 Stop-422 S Rh-between Vine &Sycamore,
1598 Stop-1104 Sycamore-between 1 1th& 1298.
160 Stop-Sycamore at 13th
Proceed to high school, unload_
Dogwool-Sctutheast
Corner by Crestwood,
3rd Stop-1529 Dogwood Drive-Just
before Glendale Rd.,
4th Stop-1300 Glendale P4.-Ken Win-
ters-Dogwood & Kirkwood,
598 Stop- 1300 Kbirwood-at Peggy Ann
Drive,
6th Stop--Kirkwood at Claysthre,
7th Stop--Clayshire at Belmonte,
Beginning Tuesday, Sep-
tember 2, 1975 the regular
scheduled run for Carter School
will begin at 7:40 a. m. with
school dismissed at 2:20 p. m.
The Robertson School bus run
will begin at 7:50 a. m. for bas
No. land at 8:10 for Bus No. 9
with school being dismissed at
2:50 p. m.
The school bus drivers ai e
Mr. David Hankins, Bus No. 1,
Mrs. Eva L. Henley, Bus No. 2,
Mrs. Betty Braboy, Bus No. 3,
Mr. George Gallagher, Bus No.
4 and Mrs. Billie Shelton, Bus
No. 9. Mr. Sam Sumner will
serve as a substitute driver.
The location of the bus stops
are as follows with very few
changes from last year.
898 Stop-S. 1698 at Beitnonte,
998 Stop-S. 1698 at Fox Meadows 1st
Road),
16th Stop-Corner of Wiswell Rd. & 1698
St.- turn left off of curve before stopping,
1198 Stop-1512 Oxford Ca-.,
1298 Stop-Corner of Oxford & Chaucer-
just after turning,
1398 Stop-1507 Chaucer,
1498 top-Corner of Canterbury & Ox-ford,
1598 Stop-S. 18th at Glendale Road,
li un_hStop-S. 16th at Parklane Drive
 red to Robertson School and unload.
Urn KHOO(
&as go. 9
STA.RT 7:40 a. m.
ARRIVE e: 00 a. in.
lit Stop-504 Olive Street.
hid Stop-4th St. (Caldwell Cars ) ,
3rd Stop-402 Cherry-between Spruce &Pine,
4th Stop- Corner of Cherry & Ash,
5th Stop-Corner of Ash & hicl
698 Stop-407 1st St.-between Ash -Pine,
798 Stop-306 Ptne Street,
eth Stop-2nd St. (Community Center ),
6th Stop-2nd St. across from stove plantby Walnut St.,
1098 Stop-2nd St. at Main,
11th Stop--200 S. 2nd St. - between Maple& Poplar, '
1298 Stop-Corner of 3rd & Elm,
• 1
In,
16th Stop--S. 4th by Bunny Bread,
1798 Stop-Broad St. & Hurt,
lath Stop- Goodman & Guthrie,
19th Stop-Guthrie at Fairlane,
20th Stop-Fairlane at Bagwell,
21st Stop--Fairlane at S. 998.
Proceed to Carter School, via Sycamore.Irvin, Poplar, and 1398. Unload by
cafeteria and begin Robertson School run.
Morgan, Trevathan IL Gunn, Inc.
Insurance—Bonds—Real Estate-108 E. 12th St., Benton
Now Has A Local Number
For The Residents of Murray, Calloway County and Aurora




c -1975 The Shoran," -
W'iiliarre Company
ll's $o ••.y to &moo at a
ilhonsin-liSID•oia Decorating
Canter AAA NI, "CliergoO
411
assagaicsas
Tender blusher, lip polishers, cheek
tint and eye shadow in brick tolors
warmed by late-day sun -.new for fall.
/TAWS 70 ADMIPMF... ADVER77ST
41111





• Our best hichng, longest
lasting flat latex house paint
• Resists mildew







• Easy cleanup with soap
and water





• Washable, easy to apply,
durable






Sale • Scrubbable, easy to apply
49 • stain resistant, colorfast,dries quickly "• Soap and water cleanup
Req. $69




Take advantage of this terrific offer on our Heritage Decorating
Book and Project Kit! Create beautiful projects in your home, with
step-by,step instructions and stencils. Includes extra money-
saving coupons! Consumer value Book and Project Kit -






WE MAKE YOU FEEL RIGHT AT HOE_ as•P%,3_,. -
Southside Shopping Center

























































The whole family entoys
bowling! Toke'em to Cor•
vette Lanes and find out.
Corvette Lanes
W. Main 753-2202
LATEX HOUSE paint sale.
Two gallons for $14.95.



















classes and baton. Age 4






108 N. 6th Street, Murray, Ky.
Buy Gold & Silver
Estate Appraisal.
Phone 1'6021 btakIess 753-0140,
night 753-9232. Store hours Mon-
day 14, Tuesday-Saturday 10-6.
I WILL NOT BE respon-
sible for any debts other
than my own, after
August 20, 1975. Jerry
Minness.
YOUR NEED is our con-
cern. NEEDLINE, 753-
114111 6333.
DORIS BRITTAIN is now
employed at St. John's




We ere specialists in
Brake Service. See us if








regular display, must be




must be submitted by 4
p. m. the day before
publication.
THE MOTHER EARTH
NEWS is here! For
subscription information









day will be a 12 oun-
ce steak, baked
potato and salad
for $2.95. We will
also have a Sunday
special.
ANTIQUE SHOW. Pen-
. nyrile, Mall,. Hnialtifisv•
"i1L-.0°4t
2u. ror information write
Zajac Presents, 1832
Sylvania Avenue, Toledo,
Ohio or call collect 419-
473-2641.
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San Francisco Strike Leaders Agree To Settlement
SAN FRANCISCO ( AP) -
Leaders of striking police and
firemen agreed to a proposed
settlement early today after
long hours of negotiations me-
diated by Mayor Joseph L.
Alioto.
The mayor predicted that the
city's board of supervisors, who
had disagreed sharply with him
over handling of the pay dis-
pute, would accept the tentative
agreement. Details of the pro-
posal were not disclosed.
"I am very happy that the
parties have reached a pro-
posed settlement of the dispute
. relating to police and firemen,"
Alio4o said at an iznpromputu
news conference.
"I think after they (super-
visors) have a good night's
sleep, they will agree that what
has been done here is in the
best interest of all San Francis-
cans," said Alioto, who was
joined by strike leaders at the
news conference.
Alioto said the tentative set-
tlement would be offered to
members of the Police Officers




1 Map 5 Walks on
6 Rigid 6 Cubic meters
11 Like better 7 Sailors
12 Shred (c011ool
14 Note of scale 8 Possessive
15 Seesaws pronoun
17 Sun god 9 Distance
18 Devoured measure
20 Dens (abbr.)
21 Sever 10 Ruler
22 Spreads for 11 Piece of
drying dinnerware
24 River in 13 Evaluat.s
Scotland 16 Cravat
25 Heraldic 19 Train
bearing 21 Crawler
26 Elicits 23 Frighten
28 Carousals 25 Command
30 Vehicle 27 Before
31 Poem 29 Vessel
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OUR SHIPS ARE ON
















cal 798 and the board of super-
visors "at the earliest possible
moment."
Asked when he thought police
and firemen would be back on
the job, Alioto said, "We are
going to leave the situation as
it is at present."
About 90 per cent of the city's
1,935 policemen went on strike
Monday after supervisors ap-
proved a 6.5 per cent salary in-
crase, half of what police had
demanded. Firemen, seeking
the same wage boost, joined
the strike Wednesday night.
Jerry Schroff, vice president
of the firemen's union, esti-
mated that of the 1,700 men on
the force, only about 200 were
on duty after an over-
whelmingly favorable strike
vote.
The current pay schedule for
police ranges from $16,044 for
rookies to $25,944 for captains.
Firemen's salaries are the
same as policemen's.
Sporadic violence and van-
dalism, including a small bomb
explosion at Aloto's home early
Wednesday, erupted during the
strike by police.
Supervisory personnel and
some nonstriking police and
firemen provided emergency
protection after the walkouts.
The board of supervisors
voted a state of emergency
Wednesday before the fire-
men's strike, asking that Gov.
Edmund Brown Jr. be request-
ed to send in 200 state high-
way patrolmen to help police
the city.
But Alioto refused to declare
the emergency, and supervisors
voted unanimously late
Program Planned To Train
Clergy To Assist Alcoholics
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) -- A
statewide program to train
members of the clergy to work
with alcoholics will be spon-
sored by the Kentucky Associ-
ation of Alcohol Abuse and Al-
coholism (KAAAA) and the
Kentucky Council of Churches.
The project is funded through
a$16,000 grant from the South-
ern Area Alcohol Education
and Training Program Inc.
Under the direction of the
KAAAA seminars will be or-
ganized at 18 sites in the state
inheit-innernbowi* the elet'7
gy alRfut egible
them to identify alcohol-related
problems and to inform them of
resources available to help al-
coholics.
"The minister is one of the
most important but utilized per-
sons ui the alcoholism recovery
YOU DON'T I APPRECIATE
APPRECIATE EVEINTHIN6 THAT
THE 6000 ROUND-HEADED









process," said Ray Daugherty,
KAAAA executive director.
"Most alcoholics seek help
from the church early in their
recovery process but are often
frustrated when the minister
fails to relate to their alcohol-
ism in a constructive way."
John Bryan, a graduate of
Louisville Presbyterian Theo-
logical Seminary, will direct
the clergy alcoholism training
program.
Daugherty said mernbers of
ettilt-4011:1_447et
"telligeti ti projeti..- -
The KAAAA is a private, non-
profit group incorporated about
two years ago to educate the
public about abuse of alcohol
and to encourage public action
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YOU THINK MONEY CAN E3UY
ANYn-I I NG rr- BUT NOT- CAGICLE II_
&HIZIO‹ TH IS MINK arAT fr-
Ciao._ 7;C"Pf-
Wednesday to ask Brown
directly for the highway patrol-
men.
At that point, Supervisor Ter-
ry Francois said Alioto "is not
negotiating on our behalf. We
never asked him to negotiate."
Dianne Feinstein; president
of the board of supervisors,
said: "As far as we're con-
cerned, until the public safety
needs of this city are met,
there are no further negotia-
tions planned."
Meanwhile, officers of the 1,-
850 member Transport Workers
Union, who had been earning
$6.73 an hour, agreed to a 6.5
per cent pay raise, averting a
bus strike threatened for mid-
night tonight. A strike would





About 90 young women who
will be attending Murray State
University when the fall
semester begins the week of
Aug. 25 are on the campus early
this week for the annual Rush
Week for prospective sorority
pledges.
Most of the- rushees on
campus for the busy week of
activities, that began Sunday
are incoming freshman, while
others are undergraduates who
ingprime rg=-
The-
Council the governing body of
the six active national social 1.1111111.
sororities at Murray State,
Rush Week began with a
registration and will culminate
Saturday when the women
affiliate with one of the
sororities as pledges.
Liz Chambers, a Heath senior
and rush chairman for the
Panhellenic Council, said
formal rush activities during
the week are designed to
acquaint rushees with Greek
and sorority life on the campus.
Rushees visit with and are
entertained by members of
each sorority during the week.
Informal rush after the
beginning of the fall semester is
also a possibility open to coeds
for sorority membership.
The six sororities at Murray
State are: Alpha Delta Pi,
Alpha Gamma Delta, Alpha
Omicron Pi, Alpha Sigma
Alpha, Kappa Delta, and Sigma
Sigma Sigma.
Leslie Crisp, an Eddyville
senior is the president of the
Panhellenic Council, which
includes representation from







Baby Girl Turner (Brenda
mother), Rt. 7, Murray, Baby
Girl Lyons mother Carolyn),
2110 Coldwater Rd., Murray.
DISMISSALS
Michael G. Miller, Rt. 6,
Murray, William McMillen,
1500 Clayshire, Murray, Donald
R. Bell, 8729 W. Vernon Hwy.,
Detroit, Mich., Ronald R.
Melvin, Rt. 1, Murray, Mrs.
Marla M. Driver, Bx III, Hazel,
Mrs. Marcia W. Morris, Rt. 2,
Hickory, Mrs. Rebecca R.
Henson, P. 0. Box 1132, Paris,
Tn., Mrs. Mary L. Walker and
Baby Girl, Rt. 5, Paris, Tn.,
Mrs. Sherry A. Jones and Baby
Boy, Rt. 2, Hazel, Mrs. Diane C.
Youngblood, Rt. 7-Box 21,
Mayfield, Mrs. Maggie
Newberry, Fern Terrace lAig.,
Murray, Mrs. Geraldine Kell y.
Rt. 3-Bx 377, Murray, Jim S.
Ramsey, 514 Broad, Murray,
Fonza Orr, Rt. 1, Hazel, Mrs.
Era Farmer, 509 Elm St.,
Murray. Eulala Elkins, 1609
Locust Apt A., Murray, Mrs.
Frances 0. Kellar, 116 Riveria
Cts. Murray, Mrs. Dorthy N.
Higgins, Rt. 7, Murray
Faculty Members
To Present Papers
Two faculty members from
the Department of Philosophy
at Murray State University will
present papers at the national
conference of the Institute for
Advanced Philosophic
Research at Estes Park, Colo.,
Aug. 25-79 
Dr. Wayne Sheeks, chairman,
will read a paper entitled
"Some Meanings of 'Altruism,"
and Dr. Frederick Kumar,
associate professor, will
present a paper entitled
"Existential Subjectivity in
Saivism."
Moderator of the conference












Poison Control  753-7588
Senior Citizens  753-0929
Need Line... 753-NEED





5 Lost And Found
LOST. BROWN suede
purse, lost at the Palace
Belonged to Paula Jo Foy..










Manfred Kollman at 642-
9161 for an appointment to
discuss this opening.
FULL AND PART TIME
sales clerk. Send resume
to P. 0. Box 32M. Starting
salary $2.10 an hour.
WANTED RESPONSIBLE
lady to live in private
home and care for elderly
lady. Call 753-8850 bet-







No Phone Calls Please
Vernon's
Olympic Pima
BRICK LAYERS wanted in
Hopkinsville, Ky. Call 886-
8169, 8 a. m. to 4 p. m
WANT SOMEONE to stay



















free. House type con-
structed. Free delivery.
Built on treated skids.
Many in stock. Any size
built to order. See to
appreciate. On Hicks
Cemetery Road. One mile










The sooner you call,




14 Want To Buy
54-SELECTIONS of
paneling 4 x 8 sheets. $2.75
and up. Moulding to
match paneling.
Bathroom vanities from
$45.00 and up. 12-designs
decorative paneling 4 x 8
sheets $4.25 each. I " CD
plywood $4.95 sheet. Five
eights inch Particle board
$3.25 sheet. Cabinet
topping at 25 cents square
foot. Interior latex white
paint $3.95 gallon.
Fiberglass panels at 10
cents to 25 cents square
foot. Luan and birch doors
$5.75 to $18.75. Ross and
Truck Salvage Mdse. Inc.
Box 88, Martin, Tenn.,
Phone 587-2420.




1210 15 Thousand Yards While it
Earls
Short lads
















Yoke the Whole Piece
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15. Articles For Sale
OLD FASHION COOK-
BOOK. Reprint of 100
year old cookbook. Over




stereo 8 track tape player,
adding machine. Call 753-
6907.
TWO 600, 12.30 fifteen inch,
Goodyear tires on Ford
rims. Call 753-3808.
MIXED FIREWOOD.
$12.00 a rick, delivered.
Call 753-9618. •
HEAVY DUTY IRONER,
good condition. Phone 753-
5415 after 4:30.
MAXI-MIST Breathing
unit, dress form, Raywall
220 volt electric heater.
Electric adding machine,




with mirror, $70. Ladder
back rocker, $40. Kitchen













16 Home Furnishings .
KENMORE WASHING
machine, only been used
one year. Poster bed,




Less than a year old. Call
753-9538.
BLACK NAUGHYDE











touch and sew in cabinet.
Payments of $12.00 per










CASE FARM tractor. V-
AC12. 3 point hitch. $875.
Call 436-5414.
D-6 CATERPILLAR dozer
977 cat loader, 4 storage
tanks, and diesel fuel,
Backhoe, 1971 2 ton
Chevrolet dump truck.
Good shape, good price.
Call 753-9897, 3544392 or
For Sale By Owner
Five Ismireete at Capiterbary Estates
Large recreation room, large kitchen, with dining
area, formal dining room, three full baths, in-,
tercom, central vacuum, double garage, large
storage area, double drive, Central heat and air
conditioner with heat pump, drapes.




taking orders for fall
grain bins. We also have
gooseneck grain trailers
in stock. Miracle Span
farm buildings are ready
for delivery. Call 753-2958.
1950 FORD TRACTOR and
equipment. New rear
tires, 1966 Buick 2 door
hardtop Electra 225.
Needs body work. Call
753-7143.
20. Sports Equipment










1975 DELTA PRO BASS
boat. 85 Mercury Locator,
trolling motor, power




T.V. and stereo. Balance















for sale. Ben Dyer 753-
8911.
Household Auction
Saturday, August 23, 10 a.m.
Rai- lr Shine
Two miles West of Lynn Grove on Highway 94. Mrs.
Minnie Howard Hoene. Her farm well improved, is of-
fered for private sale.
Will offer clean furniture, appliances, living,
dining and bedroom furniture. Nice 15' In-
ternational deep freeze. A one year old Frigidaire
stack washer and dryer. Refrigerator, stove, and
automatic washer, air conditioner, Signer treadle
sewing machine, sews good. 20 gauge shot gun,
dresser, chest, straight and rocking chairs, quilts,
sheets, lamps, fan, large pressure cooker, any
amount of good cookware, dishes, dazy churn, few
pieces of odd and depression glass, sausage grinder,
gallon crocks, fruit cans, cream separator, pic-
tures, corn shellers, and pieces in out buildings.
Not responsible for accidents.
Eats and drinks available.
Douglas Shoemaker
App. Auctioneer






4 mike head has separate
volume bass treble and
reverb 5 columns has 4
11 speakers All rolled
and pleated Priced right
Call Frank Gonzales 753-
1919 or 753-1374 after 6.
SAXOPHONE. Like new.
$200.00. Call 753-8283.
DRUM SET and trumpet
and 2 bikes. Call 492-8374.
24. Miscellaneous
FORM ICAL SALE. Odd lot
laminated plastics for
cabinet tops. Solid colors




27. Mobile Home Sales
TRAILER 'WITH large
room attached. Located








1972, 12 x 37, 2 bedroom, all
electric. $2500. Located on
97 Highway in Bell City.
TWO BEDROOM mobile
home, 1, 2 baths, carpet,
air condition. Located on
lot 113 in Shady Oaks
Trailer Park. $1,975 for
quick sale. Call 753-1651
daytime, 753-3924 after 5.
28. Heating & Cooling
MUSIC LESSONS
Piano-Organ-Guitar
J. & B. Music
753-7575
24 Miscellaneous
16' 60 AMP Electric service
pole, complete. Call 753-
0870.





Just like-new. Call 474-
=5.
L. Mobile Home Rentals
12 x 50, 2 BEDROOM,'
natural gas heat and air
conditioning. Call days,
753-4171, after 8, 753-9867.
TRAILER FOR RENT,
nice private lot, near
University and down-
town, 2 bedrooms. Call
753-8138.
WE BUY used mobile
homes. Top prices paid.
Saddle and Spur Trailer





Brenton, Route 7, Benton,
Ky.
GARAGE FOR 16 FT. boat,
perferably within city
limits or near lake. Call
753-9736 after 4:30.
MOVING FROM Texas
looking for house to rent
with some acreage. Need
not be in top condition
willing to repair. Please
call collect 314-441-0058.





and clean. Coulee only.
Phone 753-3805.
FURNISHED APART •




32. Apartments For Rent
THREE ROOM furnished
apartment, carpeted,
garbage disposal, lots of
closets. Couples only. Can
be seen at Owens Food
Market, 1407 W. Main.
MURRAY MANOR - All
























































214 No 15th St 753 3242







$50.00 per month. At New
Concord. Call 436-2427.
CARPETED, 4 rooms
and bath, air con-
ditioning. Adults only.




33. Rooms For Rent
ROOMS FOR boys nice and
private. Central air and
heat. Kitchen, half block
from campus. Call 436-
5479.
34 Houses For Rent




wquare feet; with 2 car
attached go-Page. Will
consider renting with
option to buy. Can help








large family room, den,
kitchen, one block from




baths, on 1 acre lot. Call
436-5461 after 6 p. m.
37 Livestock - Supplies
TWO MEDIUM' SIZE




hands high. Call 753-2960.
SIX DOMESTICATED
Mallard ducks. $3.00
each. 20 year, red laying
hens. $1.25 each. Two pair
Chinese geese. $12.00 a
pair, $7.00 each. One Hen
Turkey, $10.00. Three
guineas, $1.25 each. One
gentle beautiful Shetland
poney, $2000. Call 345-
2794, Farmington.
HORSE-QUARTER horse
mare. Gentle and well
trained. Also big horn












Phone 753-0226 after 5:00.
PARADISE KENNELS -
Boarding and grooming,





home grown. Also corn





Saturday, August 23, 8 a.
m. -6 p. m. Ten miles east
of Murray on Highway 94.






boys, ladies and mens
clothing, numerous other
items.
CARPORT SALE, 907 Vine,
on Friday, August 22, 8-5,
Saturday, August 23, 8-6.
Little girls clothes sizes,
5, 6 and 10. Junior Teen
clothes - 5 and 7.
Miscellaneous items.
COCKER SPANIEL PUPS, YARD . SALE, Friday 22,
registered; blonde and _.4.:4144409},Piktiertown.„ _ _
-"irflrett; shtfiff7F-Wrieb-ditT: -13.arrrit pa v' road on
$65.00. Call 753-5605. left. Last trailer on left.
41. Public Sales
EVERYTHING YARD









22. All day, Saturday,





Friday afternoon, all day
Saturday. Plants, books,
electric buffer, rugs,
clothing and many other
miscellaneous items.
YARD SALE, 10-4. Friday




Saturday August 23, 9-5.
1711 Keenland. Hundreds
of items. Good Christmas
gifts, clothes, and odds
and ends. Don't miss this
or you'll be sorry!
YARD SALE, August 22
and 23, 9-5. South 16th
Extended. One mile west
of Doran Road. Many
items, clothes of all sizes.
GARAGE SALE. Friday
and-Saturday, 8:30 a. m.
to 4 p. m. 1504 Dudley
Drive. Furniture, clothes,
odd dishes.
YARD SALE. Friday and
Saturday, 9 a. m. to 4 p.
m. New merchandise,
Junior and Misses wear,




641 Auction House Paris, Tennessee.
This week guns, glass, dishes, furniture, new
weed eater, new tiller, new Jurbson power mower,
also some used mowers and tillers. Lots more items
not listed.
Shorty McBride,
Auctioneer No. 247__ _
HOUSE FOR RENT,
couples only. No pets. Call
"i63-2987.
SIX ROOM FARM
HOUSE, located 3 miles
from town. Call 753-6045.
UNFURNISHED
bedroom, 2 full baths. 505
South 6th. Call 753-4091.
A QUIET PLACE IN the
hills. Modern 2 bedroom
country home with peach





furnished. 13 miles from
Murray. $200 per month




months to 1 year. Call 901-
247-3232 between 8 a.m.
and 4 p.m., 901-247-5570
between 9 p.m. and 10
p.m.
AKC REGISTERED boxer





assortment of clothes in
excellent condition.
Miscellaneous items.
Turn right just off North
641 at Almo, third house
on right ( green). Thur-
sday, Friday, Saturday, 8-
S p. m. each day.
Management Team
Man and wife needed to operate new $60,000 Tasty'
Burger Store in your town (new concept). Will lease.,
building, equipment on a percentage basis to the right
party. School you in our procedures, place you in a
position to earn High, High Income. Interested parties
must have $4,000 CASE/ working capital to start. Call
Mr. James Collect 615-373-2414 immediately.
AT AUCTION
MOBILE HOME & LOT
SAT. AUG. 23rd 10:00 A.M.
Location: Pirates Cove - 5 Miles West of Attrora
on Highway 80. Watch for signs
Selling to the high bidder this beautiful 12 s 70, three
bedroom, two bath home. Home has Central Air, GasHeat, Gas Cooking. This home has large expanded living
room. Nice level lot, being lot No. 43, Block 25 of Pirates
Cove Subdivision.
(Auctioneers Note): A real chance to buy a fine home at
your own price, be there, Bid & Buy
TERMS
20% day of sale - balance with led
LILE REAL ESTATE & AUCTION
AURORA, KY.
PHONE. 474-2717
Auctioneer. Vernon likeNot Responsible for Accidents4
A World of Difference
In Realtor Service
This home offers quality plus in design and features
throughout. If you want the finest in country living,
this home is located west of Murray, with large lot, 3
bedrooms, 3 baths, den with full wall fireplace, cen-
tral heat and air, 2 car garage, plus all the other
features you would expect Ma home of this quality.
Shown by appointment.
This unusally attractive home is constructed of
Western cedar and offers your family the finest in
living comfort. Home has 3 bedrooms, 2 baths, den
with fireplace, central heat and air, formal dining,
located on Johnny Robertson Road. See for yourself
the value of this home.
- -- ---
Executive 2-story home, with an adjoining apart-
ment. Home offers central heat and air, carpeted
thru-out, 2 car garage, 2 bedroom on 1 side, 3
bedrooms on the other side. Beautiful shade trees
and located at edge of Murray. This property could
not be replaced at it's price of $39,500.
Tremendous view for miles around from this large
brick family home at New Concord, has total of 4
bedrooms, several outbuildings and situated on ap-
prox. 3 acres. Mid 20's.
We have a very nice 1973 12 x 50 mobile home, com-
pletely furnished, including appliances, located on
Hwy. 280 east of Murray on a 100 x 320 lot.
Spacious duplex only minutes from Murray, 2
bedrooms each side, this duplex offers over 1800 sq.
ft. of total living area. Great investment property
with possible owner financing.
Reduced $2000.00. This lovely home in Camelot Sub-
division has the best of everything; two spacious
baths, 3 large bedrooms, beautiful carpet and
drapes, range and dishwasher, central heat and air,
even an antique mantle over fireplace, call to see
this one to day.
It may be hard to think of an investment now, but a
good sound investm#nt could be a great financial
boost in the future. We think this duplex located at
edge of Murray is just such an investment at its
asking price of $25,000.00.
Exceptionally sharp double wide mobile home at
Panorama Shores on 145 x 145 lot. 3 bedrooms, 1/2
baths, formal dining room, Central heat and air,
sundeck, all for only $13,800, where can you find a
value like this today?
Large Mobile home and other outbuildings situated
on 5 lots at Cypress Springs Resort. Home has cen-
tral heat and air, and is in just like New condition.
This is one of the prettiest sites in this area, and the
price is only $18,000.
40 acres. just listed, ideal for c'attle or horses,
mostly fenced with about 18 tendable acres, tobacco
base and year round creek through property priced
to sell at $12,500.00.
Excellent residential site at Oak and Herny, also
gbod building lot located on Williams St., Call to
check on these and other lots We have around
Murray.
Double wide trailer 2.6 miles east of Murray, 3
bedrooms, 2 baths, on large lot, bought in 1973, patio
and in good condition, priced at only $13,500.00.
HOME PHONES:
Linda Drake Keith Moffitt
753-0492 753-5068















































August 23. From 9-5, 1.4
mile West of Stella.
Clothes all sizes, shoes,
purses, toys and dishes
also aquarium with all the
accessories. Bunk beds




22. All day Saturday,
August 23. All sizes of fall
and winter clothes, some





located on South 12th at
Sycamore has five
licensed and bonded sales
personnel to serve you
plus twenty years ex-
clusive real estate ex-
perience. Call 753-1651 or
come by our office. We
like to talk REAL
ESTATE.
43. Real Estate
TO BUY or sell Real
Estate, call or see us at
Fulton Young Realty, 4th
& Maple Streets, phone
753-7333. We have local
and out of state buyers
and handle property of all
kinds, in both Kentucky
and Tennessee. We need
your listings now. Home
phones: Fulton E. Young,
753-4946; Ishmael Stinson,
753-3744.
FIVE ACRES set up for
mobile homes. Located
near Hamlin, Ky. only a
mile from Kentucky
Lake. Fifteen mobile
home pads already in
with space for several
more. Extra large deep
well. Four septic units.
Electric poles to many of
the sites. Here is an op-
portunity to buy a mobile
home court reasonably.
John C. Neubauer,




Purdom and Thurman Real Estate
IMPROVEMENT CAN BE COSTLY
You can make a mition
mistakes trying to seN your
own home. And one of
them is making the wrong
improvements. Many times,
an expensive addition or
repair can be the kind of
thing thatll cost you far
more than you get back.
True, the house should
present a favorable ap-
pearance - mowed lawn,
trimmed shrubs, and no ob-
vious indications of neglect
but it's rare when a large
financial undertaking Ise
bring more than its cost in
the final selling price.
There is always the finan-
cial risk of miscalculation
too. Home repair costs
frequently end up a lot
higher than originally an-
ticipated You may end up
with a faster sale and less in-
convenience if you lower
the selling price an
equivalent amount
Instead of guessing as to
how much, if any, repair
work to undertake, see a
Realtor. He can tel you what
to do to make your home
more salable. And what not
to do so you won't lose
money.
V there is anything we Can
do to help you in Me field of
real est are, please phone or
drop in at P1JRDOM &
THURMAN REAL ESTATE.
407 Maple St., Murray.
Phone: 753-4451. We're here
to help!
43 R • E
TREMENDOUS VIEW
FOR miles around from
this large well kept family
home at New Concord.
Has 2 large bedrooms
upstairs and 2 large
bedrooms down, several
out buildings on ap-
proximately 3 acres,
priced in mid 20's. Moffitt
Realty Company, 206
South 12th, 7534597.
A REAL DOLL HOUSE is
this 2 bedroom stained
wood siding home with
central gas _ heat, new
shag carpet, combination
washer and dryer, great
buy. $19,500. Contact
BOYD-MAJORS REAL
ESTATE, 105 North 12,
7534080.
THE QUALIFIED per-
sonnel at Guy Spann
Realty are waiting to talk
to you regarding your real
estate needs. Our time is
your time. Give us a call
or drop by the office at 901
Sycamore Street, 753-
7724.
44. Lots For Sale
3.3 ACRES LAND located 8





on premises. Will sell
mobile home separately.
Can be seen August 24 and
25. Phone 901-247-3306 for
appointment.
FIVE ACRES of prime
land under new fence with
3 bedroom brick home.
Two outbuildings and
large oak tree in yard.
One metal barn with
lights and water, 116 x 40
block utility building with
lights and water. Three
miles from court square
on East side of town,
under $40,000. Call 753-
8500.
$10 DOWN, will buy a large
(100' x 200') Kentucky
Lake access lot. Total
price of $2995 includes
central water tap in.
Phone, 436-5320 or 436-
2473.
46. Homes For Sale
HOME HUNTING? You
will find a large selection
in all price ranges at
Wilson Realty, Auction
and Insurance. Across
from Post Office, Phone
753-3263. Nights and
Holidays. Wayne Wilson,
753-5086, Ron Talent, 753-
1607, Ronnie Pea, 345-
2343, Loretta Jobs 753-
6079. Member M. L. S.
FOR SALE by owner.
Beautiful spacious, 3
bedroom home at 1409
Dudley. Call 7534381.
COLDWATER, 1 year,
new, large 3 bedroom
house. Extra large lot, 2
car attached garage,
patio, separate laundry
room, central air and
heat, built-in range and
dishwasher. Ex-
traordinary. Must see to
appreciate. Call 489-2493
Estate Auction
Reel [slide • Nosiness • Household
Saturday, Aegast 23, 1975
10:00 A.M.
Sunday, August 24, 1975
2:00 P.M.
Is sew% Nos mt.% of We. 0.5, Rigor. 
Ws Ira be Win Ms Wenn, mei wets, troe
ssisoN goods; Inman's'
wpoiplamt sod fir:tires.
PLUM ItEAD CAREFULLY SO AS TO 
UNDERSTAMD WNAT AND WINN WI WILL
 It SELLING TVS ESTATEt
SAT., AUG. 23
(All Real Estate)
The real estate consists of 4 diffe
rent houses and lots listed as follows
:
lst-917 S. 4th St.
2nd-1117 S. 5th St.
3rd-710 S. 5th St.
4th-434 Ohio St.
710 S. 5th and 434 Ohio St. are join
ed on the corner and are currently 
rented and
producing $110 per month income.
The other two properites have good
 potential, but are currently vacant.
 917 S. 4th
has a large 11 room, solid brick h
ouse and 817 S. 5th is a 4 room house
 with bath. All
of the above properties will 
be sold to the highest bidders. The 
order of the sale is
as shown above, start with 917
 S. 4th, then go and sell 817 S. 5th, etc
. Terms and con-
ditions are one-third down day 
of sale, balance due and payable in 3
0 days with
passing of deed. Sale of real es
tate will start at 11:30 a.m.
SAT., AUG. 23-HOUSEHOLD G
OODS: At 917 So. 4th gt. We will be selling Mr.
Rider's household goods starting 
at 10:00 a.m. Following is a partial
 listing: Old
Kitchen cabinet (enamel top); woo
d ice box (painted); old oak dres
sers (3 or 4);
chest of drawers (old, 3 to 5), oak 
Armoires (2-one large and fancy); 
wardrobe-
dresser combos (2-oak); old ro
ckers; old wood kitchen one door stg.
 cabinets;
odd lot of old chairs (from oak to
 bentwood); old trunks (3-5, sever
al camel backs),
metal beds; old quilts (fair to good
); yard tools; couch, old picture 
frames; plus
old clothes; new clothes (shirts, etc.




On Sunday at 2:00 p.m., we will be 
liquidating Mr. Rider's Barber Shop o
f all fix-
tures and equipment. Shop located
 at 130 S. 3rd. (Downtown). listing
 as follows:
"Aatique" old oak barber's back ba
r (30' long, beveled mirrors, 5 statio
ns, marble
tops-this can be broken down to 
individual sections, we will offer it 
as 5 sections
and all together, going to the h
ighest bidder); old cash register (2, wo
rk nice); Oak
stack bookcase (4 tier); 3 old 
barber chairs; sterilzers (old); 3 chair shoe 
shine
stand (has marble on both levels
-chairs solid oak); old straight razors
 (2 dozen or
more-some never used); ceil
ing rotor fans (wood blades); old 
wall mirrors with
coat hooks; boxes of old shoe pol
ish (never used); old buffet (nice);
 plus a whole
lot more merchandise that "
grows" over 30 odd years of busines
s. Make your
plans to be with us on Sat. for 
real estate and household sale and S
un. for business
sale. Lunch available on Sat. at 917S. 4th
for household sale
TERMS and Conditions
announced at sale time
RAIN-OR-SHINE
For further information on re
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frame house, large lot, 3
miles south on 641. Only
$9,500. Galloway In-
surance and Realty, Call
7534842.
.11111111117
"CONCERINIING M( EXPEWiE Accamr, MR
C01.13'f, SKALL 1 CLA551FY lT 44 CON -
117EniTIAL, SECRET OR TOP SECRET?"
49. Used Cars & Trucks




Full power, air con-
ditioning. $575.00. Phone
436-5485.
1967 CHEVY IMPALA, 2
SIX ROOM HOUSE, 1% door, automatic tran
-
baths, 6 miles from city mission, power steer
--lirniy4. 40 f* gerlite, 10' %or' st:re!;,4 $3=440k._
-acres of land, /leen 75:544113-.-
256 ft. highway frontage.
Will trade for house in
town. Call 436-5560.
BY OWNER, delightful 3
bedroom brick, central
heat, and air, all ap-
pliances, dining room arid
den. Big shady lot. 401 N.
10th. Asking $26,500. Call
753-0690.










175 KAWASAKI. Very good
condition. Call 435-4165.
1973 YAMAHA 750 chopper.
Excellent condition.
$50.00 and take over
payments. Call 753-8046.
1973 CL175 HONDA, ex-
cellent condition with
extras. $450.00. Also 1973
RD350 Yamaha street
bike. Excellent condition
with extras. $650.00. Call
49281.
1973 YAMAHA 500 street
bike with windsheild.
Home 489-2733.
1975 YAMAHA 125 MX.
Call 436-5335 after 5:00
p.m.
49 Used Cars & Trucks
1975 GMC PICKUP
TRUCK. In good con-
dition, low mileage. Will
sell for $4,300 or best
offer. Call 436-2374, 436-
5638 and 436-2327.
1869 NOVA. Four speed, 350
engine, vinyl roof, power
disc brakes. Needs some
body work. $625.00. Call
753-3068.
EXCEPTIONALLY NICE,
locally owned. 1968 Buick
Skylark, two door, power
and air. If interested call
753-5970.
1968 GREEN VW sedan
$450.00 or best offer. late
evenings, Call 753-0672.
1969 CHEVROLET wagon.
Call 436-5366 or 436-5437.







stereo, titl wheel, power
windows, vinly roof.
Radial tires, low mileage
$3,500. Call 753-9997
1971 VW, low mileage, new
tires, one owner, good
conditioner. $1,350.00.
Call days 753-0388, nightly
753-2906, or 753-2738. '
1965 BUICK LA SABRE.
Power, air, brakes,




Fold down, unique, Good
used trailers, 1/2 mile east







1975 SELLS 8 FT. over cab
camper for hz ton pickup.
$1,200. Approximately 9 x
12 Weezel ten with











TER will do interior or














small appliances. Call wiLL nmorgrrin m
436-5844 or 4364472. home. Phone 753-6325.
51 Services Offered
CUSTOM DOZER Work.
Cat D7E, A big machine













OPEN 8-AM TO 9-PM




ONE YELLOW and white
TWO I weeks old kittens.
Call 7534245 






Rigid Vinyl. No down
payment. Free estimates.
_Sall Will Ed Bailey, 492-
'4111.1-4/4.17..Ila24'16'
WILL PUT PLASTIC
under your house. Also


















grain bins & dairy barns.














Phone 753-4124 or 753-0790
nights.
CONTACT SHOLAR
Brothers for all your
bulldozing, backhoe work,
or trucking needs. Phone
Aurora, 354-8138 or 354-
8161 after 7 p. m.
ELECTRICAL WIRING
home and industrial, air
conditioning and
refrigeration, plumbing
and heating. Call 47441841
or 753-7203.
WILL MOW lots. Call 753-
1980. D. 0. Parks.
EXPERIENCED° Elec-
trician needs work. Free
estimates. No job too
small. Call 753-7488.
KERBY CARPET CARE-
cleans rugs of all Idnds. In
business, homes, and
institution. Rugs come
clean by steam cleaning.





efficient service. No job













plowing and discing. Call
436-2540,
ONE AND A HALF year
old, Spayed female dog.
Has had all shots. Honey
colored, mixed breed,
medium sized, short
haird, Needs a gentle
owner. Call 753-4307 after
5.
BLONDE, MEDIUM SIZE,
female dog. Family pet.
Call 753-5623.
TWO MALE PART
Siamese Kittens, About 3
weeks old. Orphans. Call
753-8193.
Absolute Auction
Saturday, August 23, 1975 10:00 a.m.
'location: Mr. Glenn & Ann Dann, it. 1, Rumpus Mi
ls, Tenn. in Nigh Flan Community.
Fenn lies in Trigg Co., Ky. Begins across from Pug
h Flatt Church. Auction sign will be on
Ky. Hwy. 139 with PrIOWS to farm. Appx. S miles
 from Bumps Mills, Tiewi. & appx. 12
miles of Cadiz, Ky.
Reasoni for Sale: Mr. S. Mrs'. Glenn Donn 
have ether interest end are leaving
 state.
Description of property: 61 acre farm by 
deed. Appx. 35 acres open ground. 2
springs - 3 barns - ground all lies level to
 rolling with just enough hill timber
 to be
very scenic - This property would make
 a very fine place to build your 
home dr
retire or private hunting club. Has 800 acre
 tract of ground on one side - G
overn-
ment Reservation on other side. Lots of 
possibilities here.
Property selling promptly at 10:30 a.m. Terms on 
Real Estate 10% day 'of sale.
Balance within 30 days: All personal property 
- cash.
List if Eimipmeirt & Other hems
1-TD 18A-IH Crawler tractor with 10 ft. 
dozier blade, 1-A John Deere Tractor,
 1-
B275 IH Farm tractor-diesel, 1-Oliver 77 
tractor with liveshaft, 1-50M.F. Ferguson
tractor with lift boom-industrial, 1-IH Disc 
harrow, 1-Drag type disc plow, 1-J.D.
Hay baler, 2-10 x 55 Mobile Homes-selling 
separate, 1-Montgomery Ward Chain
saw-new, 1-McCulloch Chain saw-pra
ctically new, 1-Homelite Chain saw-
practically new, 1-Sears Rand saw-new, 1-Wisc
onsin Engine dr gear box, 1-Electric
sander-new, 1000 sq. ft. tir" plate steel, 25-100 t
o 440 volt-switch boxes, Large asst.
of bolts. hots of hand tools dr garden 
tools, Riding Mower, 100-Cedar posts.
Typewriters, photocopy machine, file cab
inet, office equipment, 1-196
0-Co-550
Ford truck with 16 ft. flat bed, 1-1964 Diamo
nd T 220 Cummins diesel with 10 speed
trans dr fifth wheel, 1-1962 IH Ton truck with 
flat bed with hoist, 1-1962 Ili Sleeper
cab truck with 238 GMC diesel engine, 1-
1964 Dodge truck with 40 ft. doresy flat, 1
-
1964 IH Pick up truck, 140 ft. Flat bed dorsey 
trailer, 1-36 ft. Pulpwood pole trailer
with dollie, 25-Misc, truck tires, Several cas
es motor oil, 1-Tap & die set, 4-3" Gate
valves, 2-2" Electric water pumps, 2-1%" 
Electric fuel pumps, 2-1 H.P. electric
motors, 2-7% H.P. electric motors, 15 ft. Fibergla
ss runabout boat with tilt trailer
& 55 -H. p. Evinrude motor-been used 3 times.
Auctioneers Note: This is a real good little retirement t
ract K lots of nee tools-is clam-
ce Sai teo btrounduirtt 
your
by: Regard Rutty 8. Auction Co., Dover, Tenn. 37058.
Bogard Realty & Auction Co.
•




BUY NOW! SAVE FOREVER
and look at the properties we 
offer.
HOME OF THE WEEK!
YESTERDAY'S CHARM describes this 
hi- .
ceiling older home. Gracious livingro
om with I
fireplace. Formal dining room, 3 be
drooms
and an upstairs apartment that can be
 rented
for additional income. -
NEW LISTINGS
GET A FULL MEASURE of pure pleasure 
with this
lakefront 3-bedroom brick home. For addit
ional in-
formation please call 753-4342.
OWN A PORTION of the world with thi
s cedar
siding 2-3 bedroom, 2 bath lake property. 
Includes
built-ins, two patios and a triple carport.
WE OFFER THESE OTHER HOMES
FOR YOUR CONSIDERATION
YOU'LL BE VERY EXCITED when you s
ee this 5
bedroom,? bath home. It also offers a b
eautiful
--sbadY lo.t. a ,c4:44., ,coug„rtmcir.
112 N. 10th-This home offers 2 bedrooms, 
new paint
and a new carpet and is located close to 
downtown
conveniences.
ENVIABLY DIFFERENT, close to all the con-
veniences, impressive 2-story contempo
rary. 3
bedrooms, 2 baths, family room with fire
place,
built-in kitchen, 2 car garage and excellent loca
tion.
PICK A DAY to let us show you what a fi
ne home
this is on a large shady lot. A great job of 
decorating
has made this 3 bedroom, 2 bath home like
 new.
From the airy living room to the garag
e it just
sparkles. On sewer and paved street.
 Ideally
located for schools.
SUPER OUTSTANDING! SPECIAL! This 
spacious
all brick ranch offers quiet and peaceful 
Living
located on its well landscaped lot. The 3 bedr
ooms
are of excellent size. Mere are 2 baths and 
out-
standing features including large den, f
ormal
hying-dining room, large private patio and d
ouble
garage. 817 North 20th.
ARE YOU A SAVER? Let us show you how to
 save
by buying a 3 bedroom home located on an acr
e lot.
Priced at 811,900.
FIRST HOME? Then consider this 3 bedroom ho
me
at a very low price. 315 North 5th.
FARMS
LOOK OUT over the countryside with 
this 40-acre
farm with a 2 bedroom house near Sout
h P1easant
Grove Church. Quick sale needed to settl
e estate
ALL CRAMMED TOGETHER' We offe
r this 120-
acre farm with a stately 4 bedroom hou
se. Lots of
teniible land, timber, and stocked ponds a
re just a
few of the extras included.
60 ACRES with good frontage on 121 Sout
h. 30 acres
tendable land presently in beans. Potent
ial timber
and gravel income.
A NICE HOUSE to call home plus 6
0 acres. 4
bedroom brick home on 60 hilltop acres
. Beautiful
home in tranquil setting.




LIVE ON THE LAKE. Two wooded lo
ts and a 3
bedroom cottage in one of the nicei. 
lake sub-
divisions. 825,000 will buy this one.
LOTS
BEAUTIFUL BUILDING SITES. Loc
ations in-
clude: Smithwood Subdivision, St
ella-Kirksey
Road, Kingswood Subdivision, Henry Str
eet and
Kentucky Lake. Prices range from $1,500 to
 $13,200.
COMMERCIAL
IDEAL BUSINFM LOCATION. Large c
ommercial




LARGE APARTMENT BUILDING at 
16th and
Valentine. 4 2-bedroom apartments. Income o
f $800
monthly. Apartments include range 
and
refrigerator, wall to wall carpet, utility room
. 21-
bedroom efficiency furnished.
THREE RENTAL DUPLEXES. 2 and 3 b
edroom








Monday-Friday: 8-5, Saturday: 8-11
502 Maple 753-4342
Don Tucker- 753-1930
Sherry Francis - 753-6153
C. Bailey Hendricks - 753-7633
Pat Armstrong - 436-2174
,1" -
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Geturs Freeman Funeral Services
Dies Wednesday At To Be On Friday
Benton Hospital For Mr. Billington
Geturs (Geat) Freeman died
Wednesday at three a.m. at the
Benton Municipal Hospital. He
was 68 years of age, a resident
of Symsonia Route One, and a
member of the Holiness Church.
Mt. Freeman is survived by
his wife, Mrs. Etzel Freeman;
three daughters, Mrs. Datha
Henderson of Benton Route
Three, Mrs. Louise Blackwell
and Mrs. Lenora Cope, both of
Symsonia Route One; seven
grandchildren; one great
grandchild.
Also surviving are three
sisters, Mrs. Modine Carroll of
Murray, Mrs. Wodine Newton of
Gilbertsville Route One, and
Mrs. Christine Sins of Benton
Route Five; five brothers,
Arbus Freeman of Murray
route Five, Cecil and Ernest
Freeman of Hardin Route One,
Clete Freeman of Paducah, and
Marshall Freeman of Benton.
Funeral services will be held
at one p.m. Friday at the chapel
of the Collier Funeral Home,
Benton, with Rev. Pete Keeling
and Rev. Bernice Phillips of-
ficiating.
Burial will be in the Riley
Cemetery with nephews serving
as pallbearers.





Billy Joe "Burkeen, age 41,
died Wednesday morning at his
home at 6815 East Eleven Mile
Road, Warren, Mich.
Mr. Burkeen was born
January 20, 1934, to. Oren
Burkeen and Melba Miller
Burkeen, who survive.
The deceased is survived by
his wife, Mrs. Shirley Jean Hill
Burkeen, and one daughter,
Miss Tonya Burkeen, Warren,
Mich.; one son, Danny Joe
Burkeen of Calloway County;
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Oren
Burkeen, Murray Route Three;
grandparents, Mr. andMrs. G.
C. Burkeen, Almo Route One,
and Mr. and Mrs. Gaylon
Miller, Dexter Route One.
The body,is being returned to
the Blalock-Coleman Funeral




Funeral services for Marvin
C. Billington of Murray Route
One, Rob Mason Road, will be
held Friday at two p. m. at the
Sinking Spring Baptist Church
where he was a member with
Rev. Lawson Williamson and
Rev. Terry Sills officiating.
Music will be by Gus Robertson,
Jr., soloist, and Ron Hampton,
organist.
Pallbearers will be Owen
Guy, Dan and James Billington,
Oscar Turner, Jr., and Lloyd
Green. Burial will be in the
Lone Oak Cemetery with the
arrangements by the Blalock-
Coleman Funeral Home where
friends may call.
Mr. Billington, age 65, died
Wednesday at 8:05 a. m. at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital where he had been a
patient since becoming ill on
July 28. His wife, the former
Willie Mae Richerson, died
April 8, 1974. A retired farmer,
he was the son of the late James
M. and Maggie Kelley
Billington.
Survivors are one daughter,
Mrs. Ronnie ( Wanda Faye )
Walker, Murray Route One; one
son, Mason Billington, Murray;
three grandchildren, Sarah
DeLynn Walker, Jon Mark
Billington, and Phillip
Billington; two sisters, Mrs.
ea r
 Williams, Mtiray Route
nd Mrs. Maude Cook, Virginia Woman's HorsesMurray Route Two; six
17Gilln...7.711MIgityrigA;474"
Billington, Murray Route Six,
flenry Billington, Murray Route
Three, Rev. D. W. Billington,




Epilepsy Chapter will sponsor a
workshop entitled "Everyday
Living Expereinces" on August
25th and August 26th from 1:00
p. m. to 3:00 p. m.
Classes will be held at the
Chapter's office located at 1532
Lone Oak Road, Suite No. 4 of
- the Medico Bldg., Paducah, and
will be presented by Mrs. Patsy
E. Feig, executive director.
All materials will be fur-
nished by the chapter and
everyone is cordially invited.
STOCK MARKET
Prices al Mocks ri had isitoratM nom
today turaidsod to Om Lodger la Times by
L \IL lima Ob. ars saillowa:
Airco ink -44
Amer Motors 5% -Va
Aahland Oil 191/2
AT&T 45% -Vs
Boise Cascade 31% -%
Ford TS unc
Gen. Motors 461/2 unc
Gen. Tire  14 uric
Goodnch If% uric
Gulf Oil  l91/2 uric
Pennwalt Mit -4
Quaker Oats 151/2 -1/2
Republic Steel 38% +1/2
Sanger 11%
Tappan  Alot Sold
.Western Uruon 17914 4%
Zenith
Prices el *ad' al local Warta— at ma,
Ern% today, torsishod to fan lifter It
Thom by First of ldleklem, Corp., of
Illarray, are as follows:
S Homes  unc
Kaufman & Broad 61/2 uric
Ponderosa Systems I% MC
Kimberly Clark 27 uric
U1110(1 Carbide MI +1/2
W R. Grace Mao Ad
Texaco 2T% A4












Kentucky Lake, 7 a. m., 356.6,
no change.
Below dam, 300.0, down 1.8.
Barkley Lake, 7 a. m., 356.5,
up 0.1.
Below dam, 304.8, up 1.5.
Sunset 7:42. Sunrise 6:18.
Moon rises 7:54 p. m., sets



















MI New Fall 4
Dresses & Sportswear









The Seuare Paris, Tenn
Buford Hurt, state manager for Woodmen of the World,
was given special recognition and awarded a certificate of
appreciation for his interest in and cooperation with the
Kentucky Vocational Agriculture Teachers Association at the
annual KVATA Conference at Bowling Green. Each year the
teachers select individuals throughout the state who have
rendered outstanding service to the association. Hurt makes
it possible for every teacher in the state to have his picture
in the KVATA Directory published annually and used by
vocational educators throughout the state. Hurt has been
WOW State manager since 1948 and in 1974 was selected
"Boss of the Year" by the Murray Chapter of National
Secretaries Association, International
LOUISVILLE, Ky. ( AP) —
"You always hope you'll be
able to win, but you never
know," says a Virginia woman
whose horses won back-to-back
prizes at the Kentucky State
Fair.
"It's really exciting to win
two classes back-to-back like
that," Mrs. Kenneth Wheeler of
Keswick, Va., said Wednesday
night.
One of her horses, a gelding
named Special Entertainer,
won a $250 first prize in its di-
vision. Moments before, Mrs.
Wheeler picked up another vic-
tory in the 6500 Amateur Hack-
ney Pony Stake with the mare
Terry Jean's Souvenir.
It was Special Entertainer's
second appearance at the fair
and his second first place finish
in the stake.
"More than anything, he has
good motion," Mrs. Wheeler
said. "he really sits up and
looks. He tries to look the part
of a show horse. He loves the
lights, the crowd, the music. he
loves to show off."
She said the State Fair was
"like the World Series" for her
family.
In other competition, a Ken-
tucky horse was the winner in
the $2,500 gelding division com-
petition.
Bill Wise rode the winner,
"Surefire," owned by Dal-Dale
Inc., of Danville.
Knolland Farm of Simpson-
ville had the winning entry in
te $1,000 stakes for three-gaited
stallions. The winner, Gift of
Love, was ridden by Don Har-
ris.
Lee Shipman rode Attache,
the blue-ribbon horse in the $1,-
000 five gaited stakes for three-
year-olds. The horse is owned
by Mr. and Mrs. Julian Thomas
of Mayfield.
Construction Set On UK's
Tobacco Research Institute
Construction will begin within
a few weeks on the new $A
million building to house the
Tobacco and Health Research
Institute at the University of
Kentucky.
'"this new tobacco research
facility, with its -special
laboratories and equipment,
will clearly help the institute to
move ahead with research in an
area so important to the state
and nation," said UK President
Otis A. Singletary.
The three-story building will
be located on the south side of
Cooper Drive between'
Nicholasville Road and the
entrance to Commonwealth
Stadium.
Foster St Creighton Co.1
Lexington, was the successful
bidder for the concrete struc-
ture which will contain 57,000
square feet. McLoney &
Associates, Lexington ar-
chitectural firm, designed the
building.
Dr. Robert M. Drake, special
assistant to the UK President,
said the contract specified a
construction time of 500 days.
This would mean a completion
time of late 1976 or early 1977,
he said.
Drake said the institute's
purpose is "mission oriented
researih on health-related
effects of. tobacco use such as
bioassay, cardiovascular and
pulmonary effects; phar-
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processing of the tobacco plant
and the manufacturing of
tobacco products to eliminate
deleterious effects of tobacco."
The research program is in
support of a vital part of Ken-
tucky's economy, Drake ob-
served.
The facility will contain
special research laboratories
constructed in such a way as to
prevent any biological cross-
contamination from one area to
another.
Construction will be funded
by a tax on cigarettes sold in
Kentucky. The fund is ad-
ministered by the Kentucky
Tobacco Research Board whose
chairman is Thomas 0. Harris
of Carrollton. The Tobacco and
Health Research Institute's
director is Dr. John P. Wyatt.
The institute's office and
laboratories are now dispersed
throughout several buildings on
the UK campus. Administrative




Tarpley Jones, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Marshall P. Jones,
Murray, has been selected by
LTC. Johnnie R. Prichard,
professor of military science at
Murray State University, to
attend the 1975 Student
Leadership Week, at F Knox
August 24-28.
Student Leadership eek,
sponsored by the Second ROTC
Region, will include a tour of the
post facilities and poihts of
interest, and a chance to take a
close look at the lifestyle of an
officer in the Army.
The five students ,with the
best presentations will be
designated Honorary Com-
manders - Commanding
Generals of the various units on
post.
Jones is a senior at Murray
High School
Mrs. Ford Breaks Traditional
White House Sleeping Habits
NEW YORK (AP) — First
Lady Betty Ford says the
White House tradition of sepa-
rate bedrooms "is just too far
to go for politics" and she
sleeps with her husband "as of-
ten as possible."
Mrs. Ford is quoted in the
September issue of McCall's
magazine as saying she got let-
ters "from all across the coun-
try" after she was reported to
have spurned the White House
practice of separate sleeping
chambers.
Many of the writers seemed
to "feel it is very immoral for
us to be using the same bed-
room," Mrs. Ford said. She
complained that apparently
some Americans think a man
who becomes president is "sup-
posed to become a eunuch."
Mrs. Ford, 57, sparked con-
troversy two weeks ago when
she said in a television inter-
view that she would not be sur-
prised if her 18-year-old daugh-
ter Susan came to her and said
she was having an affair. Susan
later said she was not having
an affair.
Writer Myra MacPherson
says the First Lady sho*s no
generation gap in her attitudes










ions and ways of life, including
living together though unmar-
ried.
In this connection, Mrs. Ford
is quoted as saying, "Some-
times I'm not so sure that
maybe this generation ap-
proaches life more wisely than
we have. I know that may
seem controversial, but it's an
actual fact that in college more
couples are living off campus
together. If these things are go-
ing to take place, if I were the
parent, I'd rather have the chil-
dren come to me and feel free
to tell me."
She added that freedom to in-
dulge in such a life style might
be "impossible for her my own
children," being White House
children. But she adds, "I don't
think they'd do it anyway. I
don't think they are inclined
that way."
Mrs. Ford says she has al-
ways had a strong civil liber-
tarian streak, nurtured by her
mother's tolerant attitude for
people, according to McCall's.
The magazine said Mrs.
Ford's personality asserted it-
self following her very public
and emotionally painful breast
cancer surgery, an operation
whose side effects were eased
by the President's empathy.
"It was easy for me to accept
the operation," Mrs. Ford says.
"I had been married 26 years
and we had our four children.
There was no problem of lack
of love, affection and atten-
tion."
Looking back on her first
year in the White House, Mrs.
Ford says, "I think I've
learned over the past months
the positiveness of the position




10% Off On All Models
511 S. 12th
With Purchase of 10 Speed








Save BIG, Save NOW on RCA XL-100 floor samples




• RCA XL-100 Color Portable TVS •
SAVE $40 15" XL-100 Portable $359
SAVE $50 17" Walnut X1-100 $399
SAVE $40 19" Walnut XL-100 $457
SAVE $50 19" Automatic Tuning $479
SAVE $60 19"Mediteranian XL-100 $499
•RCA XL-100 Console Color TVS•
SAVE_$50
SAVE $60
  Maple or Pecan 21— $569
Walnut 25* Dual Speakers $599
SAVE $70 25"Maple XL-100 $629
SAVE $80 25—Deluxe Maple $699
SAVE $80 Maple with Automatic Tuning $649
SAVE $80 Pecan with Automatic Tuning $649
SAVE $90 Deluxe 25— Maple $699
'Diagonal Measure
These are all brand new sets, all have full factory warran-
ties, backed by our own service department. This is ab-
solutely your last chance to buy carry axer models at last
years prices. Hurry in now and enjoy color at its best. Just
in time for the new fall shows.
LIMITED TIME ONLY!
Phone 753-1713
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